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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Evaluation of faculty performance and assessment of fac-
ulty vitality are processes critical to institutional livelihood
and renewal. As the higher education community ap-
proaches the next decade, greater attention to faculty eval-
uation can be expected, and there is reason to believe that
this attention will not only be directed to an examination of
faculty evaluation practices before tenure but will also
encompass the evaluation of faculty performance and vital-
ity following tenurethat is, post-tenure evaluation.

The degree of interest and amount of resources applied
to these processes have ebbed and flowed over time, tem-
pered by the environmental factors that surround institu-
tions of higher education. The National Commission on
Higher Education Issues (1982) recently identified post-
tenure evaluation as one of the most pressing issues facing
higher education in the next decade. In its summary report,
the commission strongly urged that "campus academic
administrators working closely with appropriate faculty
committees should develop a system of post-tenure evalua-
tion" (p. 10). It also suggested that "nothing will under-
mine the tenure system more completely than its bring
regarded as a system to protect faculty members from eval-
uation" (p. 10) and recommended that a system of post-
tenure evaluation be developed on campuses to help
ensure faculty competence and strengthen institutional
quality (p. 10).

Not all factions in the higher education community sup-
port this notion or see the necessity for establishment of
such a system, however. Participants at the 1983 Wing-
spread Conference, Committee A of the AAUP on Aca-
demic Freedom and Tenure, and other scholars in the field
voice serious reservations about institutions' developing
formalized procedures for review of tenured faculty. They
believe that sufficient evaluation already occurs and that
additional periodic institutional evaluation of tenured fac-
ulty would reap little benefit, would be very costly, not
only in money and time but also in the diminution of cre-
ativity and collegiality, and would ultimately threaten aca-
demic freedom.

Clearly, discourse on this topic engenders some very dis-
parate views.
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What Factors Influence Current Attention to
Post-tenure Evaluation?
Educational planners characterize the ne-t decade in
higher education as one wrought with budgetary restraint,
steady-state reallocations, declining enrollments, and over-
all problems of retrenchment. Of equal concern are the
predictions that by the late 1980s, approximately 80 per-
cent of faculty will be tenured at institutions where a ten-
ure system operates and that by 2000, the modal age of
tenured faculty will be between 55 and 65. These factors
are further compounded by the fact that the absence of job
mobility and the shortened span of the career ladder have
conspired to produce a feeling among some faculty of being
"stuck."

In the past, efforts to foster institutional flexibility
focused on alternatives or modifications to the traditional
tenure system. No conclusive evidence exists, however, to
show that tenure adversely affects faculty productivity or
teaching effectiveness. Likewise, no substantial evidence
suggests that either the abrogation of tenure or the various
modifications to tenure schemes are superior to a tenure
system (Chait and Ford 1982). The question then becomes,
"Can institutions cimmitted to a tenure system yet faced
with an uncertain fiscal future reconcile their need to estab-
lish some degree of flexibility with the equally critical need
to maintain the quality and vitality of the institution and
the faculty?" It is precisely in this context that discussion
about post - tenure evaluation emerges.

Is Post-tenure Evaluation Compatible with the
Principle of Tenure?
Post-tenure evaluation is not in opposition to the principle
of tenure and to AAUP policy statements about tenure,
provided that the evaluation is not used as grounds for dis-
missal and that any recommended dismissal is subject to
normal academic due process. The AAUP/AAC Commis-
sion on Academic Tenure in 1973 recommended that post-
tenure evaluation could improve the operation of tenure.
Some commentators studying this question also suggest
that post-tenure evaluation can strengthen rather than
diminish the value of tenure (Bennett and Chater 1984;
Chait and Ford 1982; Olswang and Fantel 1980-81).

iv
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Do Observers Agree about the Purpose and
Value of Post-tenure Evaluation?
The strongest support for post-tenure evaluation is voiced
by those who view it as a formative way to reinforce fac-
ulty growth and to improv. instruction (Bennett and Cha-
ter 1984; Zuckert and Friedhoff 1980). Some proponents
also suggest its usefulness in decisions about merit pay,
promotion, and dismissal for cause.

Apprehension and skepticism about the development of
a formal institutional system for periodic review are ex-
pressed by those who fear that such systems are unwork-
able, will undermine the tenure principle by allowing
for termination of tenured faculty, will devalue rigorous
pre-tenure evaluation, and will erode collegial relationships
(AAUP 1983).

What Conclusions and Recommendadons Emerge from
This Study of Post-tenure Evaluation?
Institutions interested in developing a process for post-
tenure review should carefully investigate the potential ad-
vantages and disadvantages that such a system might even-
tuate. Institutional type, climate, and mission are interven-
ing variables that may affect the advisability and feasibility
of establishing such a process. For institutions wishing to
pursue this notion further, the following considerations
should be thoroughly examined before design and imple-
mentation of a process for post-tenure review:

1. The purpose of the evaluation should be clearly artic-
ulated, and all other aspects of the evaluation plan
should tie directly to the established purpose. Institu-
tions must decide whether the evaluation will be
formative or summative in purpose.

2. Faculty must be involved in the design of the plan,
and commitment by the administration must be
evident.

3. Faculty and administrators should agree on the specif-
ics of the plan. Particular attention should be given to
the need for multiple sources of input, identified areas
and criteria for assessment, and agreement on stan-
dards for assessment.

4. Flexibility and individualization should be empha-
sized in the plan and in the criteria used for evalua-

Post-tenure Faculty Evaluation v
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tion. Evaluation schemes must respond to the transi-
tional stages in an academic's life while at the same
time recognizing institutional priorities.

5. Strong evidence supports the link between faculty
development and rewards and post-tenure evaluation.
Such a link is critical in a formative evaluation
scheme.

6. Innovative approaches to planning and evaluation are
needed. The concept of growth contracts deserves
renewed attention.

Basic to each of these considerations is the need for ex-
panded research on the status, the practices, and the effec-
tiveness of current post-tenure evaluation plans.

vi
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FOREWORD

The facts are not new concerning the issue of post-tenure
evaluation. It is well-known that many if not most higher
education institutions have reached a saturation point with
tenured positions. Since the professoriate is only middle-
aged (average age is late 40s), faculty have perhaps 20
more years of service. The issue can be framed thusly:
under the current tenure system, do we already have pro-
cedures that insure accountability and continued produc-
tivity? If not, does higher education need to develop evalu-
ation procedures that will guarantee the long-range qu: lity
of the system? Is our unshakeable belief in academic free-
dom making us blind to the need for individual accountabil-
ity to produce? In blunter terms, will the quality of higher
education be sacrificed at the altar of academic freedom?

Academic freedom is an accepted and justified part of
collegiate values; raising the specter of post-tenure review
should not attack this value. However, colleges and uni-
versities have an entrenched faculty whose performance
should be accountable and productive. The current tenure
system may already provide sufficient procedures for
insuring acceptable performance levels. If it does not, we
must institute a system that not only protects job security
and promotes academic freedom but that also insures con-
tinued high productivity. In other words, discussions of
post-tenure evaluation must include recognition of the
many benefits of the tenure system, which does provide
job security while maintaining academic freedom.

In this scholarly review of a veiatile subject, Christine
Licata, assistant dean and director at the School of Busi-
ness Careers at the National Institute for the Deaf at
Rochester Institute of Technology, explores the benefits
and pitfalls of post-tenure review. Beginning with an over-
view of the philosophical arguments for instituting such a
treatment, she identifies the major issues of concern and
then carefully weighs the evidence to see which procedure
can provide quality control while considering job security
and academic freedom. This monograph frames the issues
so that all parties concernedadministrators, faculty, and
trusteescan examine the issue and draw their own con-
clusions. The health and vitality of the professoriate is
becoming one of the dominant issues facing higher educa-

Post-tenure Faculty Evaluation
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tion professionals over the next decade. Post-tenure review
may well become a central consideration to this issue.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor
Professor and Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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SETTING THE STAGE:
Factors Influencing the Focus on Post-tenure Evaluation

Evaluation of faculty performance and assessment of fac-
ulty vitality are processes critics., to institutional livelihood
and renewal. The degree of interest and amount of re-
sources applied to those processes have ebbed and flowed
over time, tempered by the environmental factors that sur-
round institutions of higher education (Kirschling 1978).

As the higher education community approaches the next
decade, much greater attention to faculty evaluation can be
expected, and there is reason to believe that this attention
will not only be directed to an examination of faculty eval-
uation practices before tenure but will also encompass the
evaluation of faculty performance and vitality following
tenurethat is, post-tenure evaluation.

The National Commission on Higher Education Issues
(1982) recently moved post-tenure evaluation into the fore
when it identified it as one of the most pressing issues fac-
ing higher education. In its summary report, the commis-
sion strongly affirmed the importance of tenure as a means
to protect academic freedom but at the same time urged
that "campus academic administrators, working closely
with appropriate faculty committees, should develop a sys-
tem of post-tenure evaluation" (p. 10). The commission
suggested that "nothing will undermine the tenure system
more completely than its being regarded as a system to
protect faculty members from evaluation" (p. 10) and rec-
ommended that a system of peer review be developed on
campuses to help ensure faculty competence and
strengthen institutional quality (p. 10).

Not all factions in the higher education community
endorse this notion or see the necessity for the establish-
ment of such a system, however. Some believe that such
periodic, formal institutional evaluation is unnecessary
because mechanisms are already in place on campuses that
adequately assess performance, particularly as it affects
promotion, salary increments, and other types of faculty
rewards. And others are concerned that such a system
would threaten academic freedom and the tenure principle,
abate collegiality, and produce too little overall benefit.

On the other hand, some support the commission's rec-
ommendations, viewing post-tenure evaluation as a vehicle
to augment the quality and vitality of faculty and believing
that most evaluation mechanisms currently in place are

The National
Commission
on Higher
Education
Issues (1982)
recently . . .

identified
post-tenure
evaluation as
one of the
most pressing
issues facing
higher
education.
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informal and unsystematic and therefore not geared to
assisting the professional development of faculty.

Clearly, discourse on this topic engenders some very dis-
parate views. The purposes of this report are to explore
and analyze the factors that have led to this burgeoning
attention to post-tenure evaluation, to review the definition
and limitations connected with tenure in general, to iden-
tify present practices of post-tenure evaluation, to examine
positions of advocacy and of opposition to post-tenure
evaluation, and to advance practical considerations that
institutions might ponder before modifying or implement-
ing a formal post-tenure evaluation process.

The Higher Education Environment
Many educational planners and prognosticators character-
ize the next decade in higher education as one earmarked
by upheaval and uncertainty and plagued with problems of
retrenchment (Mingle and associates 1981) and steady-state
reallocation (Eddy 1981). Alarming reports forecast a de-
cline in college enrollments of between 5 and 15 percent
over the next 20 years, accompanied by spiraling oper-
ational costs and decreased funding (Carnegie Council
1980). Cries for accountability echo forth from trustees,
legislators, and the general public (Greene 1976; Moore
1980; Olswang and Lee 1984; Tucker and Mautz 1982).

Some believe that survival depends on an institution's
ability to respond flexibly to these changing conditions
(Cartter 1975; Cyert 1980; Furniss 1978). Flexibility in
highly labor-intensive organizations is difficult, however,
particularly in higher education, where it is estimated that
faculty and related staff salaries and fringe benefits account
for about 70 to 80 percent of most operating budgets (Mor-
timer and Tierney 1979, p. 35). One reason that such salary
expenses are not fluid is that tenure is firmly embedded at
many institutions. Approximately 85 percent of all full-time
faculty in the United States teach in institutions where a
tenure system operates (Chait and Ford 1982, p. 10).
Approximately 59 percent of those faculty held tenure in
1981 (Chait and Ford 1982, p. 10), and the percentage pres-
ently hovers around 69.5 percent (Carnegie Foundation
1985). Other research indicates that the modal age of ten-
ured faculty is 46 and that such faculty will remain with the
same institution for the next two to three decades, thus

17



raising the modal age to somewhere between 55 and 65 by
2000 (Chait and For i 1982, p. 8; Kerr 1980). Tenured fac-
ulty have not been replenished and have become a "stable,
static group with less opportunity to move from one insti-
tution to another" (Novotny 1981, p. 7). Net faculty addi-
tions at institutions hover at about 0 percent (Carnegie
Council 1980, p. 305), and faculty movement from one
institution to another has dropped from about 8 percent in
the mid-1960s to about 1 percent currently (Chait and Ford
1982, p. 7). Almost 30 percent of the faculty in one study
admitted to feeling trapped in their jobs because of little
opportunity for advancement (Carnegie Foundation 1985).

ae Age Discrimination in Employment Act and
Amendments of 1978
The graying professoriate and its limited mobility have
been further exacerbated by the recent amendments to the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). The 1978
amendments to the act extended the mandatory minimum
retirement age to 70 but included an exception for higher
education institutions until 1982 (Novotny 1981). A post-
ADEA survey indicated that most higher education institu-
tions feel that faculty turnover will be very limited in the
future as faculty remain in their positions until retirement
and few new positions are added (Corwin and Knepper
1978). Because senior faculty generally receive higher sala-
ries than junior faculty, institutions can expect to be faced
with constantly increasing salary expenses (Corwin and
Knepper 1978). A faculty member who is tenured around
the age of 35 and retires at the age of 70 costs an institution
approximately $800,000 over the life of his or her tenure
(Chait 1980).

Moreover, further alterations in the mandatory retire-
ment age are possible. Several bills are presently under
congressional consideration to eliminate the mandatory
retirement age from ADEA, and one of them would rein-
state the exemption for tenured professors.

While administrators tend to view these environmental
and legislative forces as obstructive to institutional flexibil-
ity, faculty members tend to see them as erosive to their
working conditions (Baldwin 1982). The absence of job
mobility and the shortened career ladder have conspired to
produce a feeling among some faculty of being "stuck"

Post-tenure Faculty Evaluation 3
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and without leverage (Kanter 1979; Schuster and Bowen
1985). For some academics, a pall of gloom is produced
when this lack of career opportunity and declining standard
of living are contrasted against original career expectations
(Shulman 1979). The term "demoralized profession"
describes this condition (Baldwin et al. 1981), meaning that
a dissonance is created when faculty enter teaching with
great expectations but ultimately face a constricted future
because of such economic and demographic trends. Fur-
thermore, a decrease in extrinsic rewards and an increase
in job demands cause a tension in the academic market-
place that threatens the traditionally "strong intrinsic moti-
vation characteristic of college faculty" (Austin and Gam-
son 1983, p. 44). Approximately 40 percent of the faculty in
one study reported themselves to be less enthusiastic now
about their careers than when they started, and over half
indicated they would accept a position outside of academia
if one were available (Carnegie Foundation 1985).

If one is to believe, as so many have for so long, that the
faculty are the university, then the quality of their work life
is extremely important; "the most important thing about a
college is the quality of the lives of the people who staff it"
(Bailey 1974, p. 27). Administrators and faculty hold
equally important and often diverse perspectives on this
issue of flexibility, yet they also share a common purpose
that is driven by a desire to maintain a vibrant, healthy,
and productive institution.

In the face of an aging, immobile faculty, shifting enroll-
ment trends, declining budgets, spiraling costs, and exter-
nal calls for accountability and self-regulation, what
options promote institutional flexibility and foster faculty
vitality and renewal?

It is in the context of this question and in light of these
intervening variables that a need surfaces within the higher
education community to find viable options to counter the
forces that threaten faculty and institutional quality and
flexibility. The National Commission on Higher Education
Issues (1982) positioned its recommendations on tenure
and post-tenure review within the larger rhetorical context
related to improving the overall quality in higher education
and reinforcing the level of public confidence in it. Thus,
recent attention on post-tenure evaluation emerges in part
as a measure to assuage the potential negative effects that

4
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present demographic, legislative, and environmental forces
might induce on faculty work life and on institutional vital-
ity. "The use of a periodic performance review system for
tenured faculty may, in the long run, provide a needed con-
structive alternative to other more drastic measures to
which institutions have turned to guarantee institutional
quality and necessary levels of administrative flexibility"
(Olswang and Fantel 1980-81, p. 1).

Post-tenure Faculty Evaluation 5
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AN OVERVIEW OF POST-TENURE FACULTY EVALUATION

Systematic evaluation of faculty before tenure has tradi-
tionally found strong support in colle ?es and universities as
a vehicle for making appropriate personnel decisions and
for effecting improved performance (Centra 1979; Dressel
1976; Miller 1972, 1974; Smith 1976). Discussion of system-
atic and formal evaluation of faculty after tenure has not
received the same kind of attention over the years; it origi-
nally surfaced in the literature as a progeny of the propos-
als to modify tenure. Such proposals have included non-
tenure-track appointments, tenure quotas, extended proba-
tionary periods, and dissolution of the up-and-out rule.'
For the most part, however, post-tenure evaluation when
viewed in this context is seen primarily as a vehicle to
remove tenured faculty on grounds related to unsatisfac-
tory performance.

Post-tenure evaluation is not in opposition to the tenure
principle or to policy statements of the American Associa-
tion of University Professors (AAUP), provided that the
"evaluation itself is not grounds for dismissal and any sep-
arations recommended are subject to academic due process
in the normal manner" (Linney 1979, p. 7).

Even the Commission on Academic Tenure (the Keast
Commission) (AAUP/AAC 1973) suggested that post-tenure
evaluation could improve the operation of tenure and rec-
ommended that ". . . each institution develop methods of
evaluating the teaching effectiveness of both its nontenured
and its tenured faculty and procedures for reflecting these
evaluations in pertinent personnel actions" (p. 36).

A review of all the relevant literature on tenure led one
commentator to conclude that "nowhere in the literature
did any of the proponents of tenure argue for the concept
of tenure as lifetime employment or sinecure not subject to
review or performance evaluation" (Habecker 1981, p. 60).
As post-tenure evaluation presumes the existence of an
operational tenure system, a brief review of the definition
and limitations of tenure serves as helpful background to a
discussion of post-tenure evaluation.

Tenure: Definition and Limitations
The historical and philosophical grounds for tenure have
remained essentially unchanged over the years. Basically,

1. See, for example, Chait and Ford (1982, pp. 41-141) and Mortimer,
Basshaw, and ?dasland (1985, pp. 22-38) for a more complete discussion
of modifications to the tenure system.

Post-tenure
evaluation is
not in
opposition to
the tenure
principle or to
Policy
statements of
the American
Association of
University
Professors.
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tenure advances academic freedom by offering to the
scholar certain protections from external and internal influ-
ences that might interfere with free inquiry and with the
advancement and dissemination of knowledge (Mix 1973;
Walden 1979, 1980). One of the staunchest proponents of
tenure points out that tenure is the conduit for academic
freedom and as such is critical to the special functioning of
the university as a community (Brewster 1972). For institu-
tions to be "alive and productive," colleagues must dis-
agree and dispute. It is academic freedom that spawns the
free and unconditional "intellectual comfort" necessary to
protect and promote the essence of the university (p. 383).
Other advocates assert that tenure is essential to the pro-
tection of academic freedom (Habecker 1981; Tucker and
Mautz 1982), that it increases institutional stability and loy-
alty (Walden 1979), that it promotes faculty excellence P.nd
rigor (Davidson 1982; Van Alstyne 1978), and that it offsets
the poor economic plight of the profession by providing
some job security (Chait and Ford 1982).

Conversely, its critics purport that tenure perpetuates
mental deterioration, sloth, professional incompetence,
and the abandonment of professional standards among fac-
ulty (Nisbet 1973), that it obstructs institutional change and
innovation (Walden 1979), that it limits faculty mobility,
career growth, and collegiality (O'Toole 1978), and that it
destroys academic freedom and encourages sinecure (Sil-
ber 1973).

Some of the scholars engaged in this debate have pointed
out that the principle of tenure is not the culprit but that
the individual interpretation and application of it is (David-
son 1982; Lang 1975; Smith 1974; Tucker and Mautz 1982:
Walden 1980). The Keast Commission also underscored
this notion:

The problems with which tenure is clearly implicated
arise not from anything in the principle of tenure itse(f
but from deficiencies in the operation of the tenure sys-
tem in individual institutions. The Commission believes
that a strong commitment to making tenure work, com-
bined with measures to improve its operation in Afferent
institutional settings, can reduce many of the deficien-
cies (AAUP/AAC 1973, p. 23).
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In this same vein, the National Commission on Higher
Education Issues urged institutions "to review and, if
needed, revise their procedures . . . to assure themselves
and the public that the [pretenure evaluation] procedures
will produce fair, rigorous, and relevant evaluations"
(1982, p. 9).

Historically, the AAUP has functioned as the guardian
of academic freedom and tenure. In that role, it has issued
several policy statements that offer guidance to the aca-
demic community, and many campuses have readily
adopted and integrated AAUP documents into their institu-
tional policy. In particular, the 1940 Statement of Princi-
ples on Academic Freedom and Tenure and the 1957 Rec-
ommended Institutional Regulations on Academic Free-
dom and Tenure are two such guiding documents. The
1940 statement, jointly and largely written in conjunction
with the Association of American Colleges (AAC) and
endorsed by more than 100 learned societies, states:

Tenure is a means to certain endsspecifically (1) free-
dom of teaching and research and of extramural activi-
ties and (2) a sufficient degree of economic security to
make the profession attractive to men and women of
ability. Freedom and economic securityhence tenure
are indispensible to the success of an institution fulfilling
its obligation to its students and to society (AAUP
1984a, p. 3).

The Commission on Academic Tenure expanded the
original definition of tenure:

(Tenure is) an arrangement under which faculty appoint-
ments in an institution of higher education are continued
until retirement for age or physical disability, subject to
dismissal for adequate cause or unavoidable termination
on account of financial exigency or change of institu-
tional program (AAUP/AAC 1973, p. 256).

In making these concepts operational, institutions have
developed a process that includes a probationary period
before the decision to confer tenure is made. If profes-
sional excellence and promise have been demonstrated
effectively during this probationary period, as judged by
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peers, tenure is granted. After the award of tenure, any
ensuing attempt to dismiss a tenured faculty member
requires appropriate due process.

The term "judicialized tenure" has been employed to
denote the context of tenure today: Tenure guarantees aca-
demic freedom by granting faculty the presumption of con-
tinued "fitness" in their position and likewise promises a
formal hearing by peers when such "fitness" comes under
question (Metzger 1979, p. 8). The courts have made it
clear that tenure is not a vested right but represents a pre-
sumption of continued employment under normal circum-
stances (Mix 1978).

Limitations of tenuredismissal for cause
Tenure systems generally state in a formal way that dis-
missal of tenured faculty will be for stated and proven
cause. The 1940 AAUP statement on academic freedom
and tenure and the 1958 Statement of Procedural Standards
for Faculty Dismissal do not, however, provide an explicit
definition of cause. From an examination of these AAUP
statements, of various institutions' policies, and of rele-
vant court cases, five generally accepted categories for
cause emerge: "incompetence (mental incompetence as
well as incompetence in subject matter areas), immorality
or moral turpitude, neglect of duty, violation of institu-
tional rules, and insubordination" (Olswang and Fantel
1980-81, p. 12).

What is clear is that the specific definition of cause is
particular to an institution and is an institutional preroga-
the. Once formulated, however, it is usually stated in insti-
tutional policy and procedural guidelines.

Institutional procedures for dismissal for cause and the
protections afforded the tenured faculty member are deter-
mined and influenced by the specific nature of the institu-
tion, that is, whether the institution is public or private.
Because tenured faculty employed by public institutions
are protected by the Constitution, tenure in this environ-
ment provides an expectancy of continued employment.
This supposition of continued employment is interpreted as
a property right, and termination of this right for cause.
requires that due process procedures under the Fourteenth
Amendment be accorded the individual. The Supreme
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Court established a definition of property interest in Board
of Regents v. Roth [408 'U.S. 564 (1972)]:

To have a property interest in a benefit, a person clearly
must have more than an abstract need or desire for it.
He must have more than a unilateral expectation of it.
He must, instead, have a legitimate claim of entitlement
to it. . . . It is a purpose of the constitutional right to a
hearing to provide an opportunity for a person to vindi-
cate those claims (p. 577).

In the past, the courts generally have endeavored to
ensure that procedural due process is provided fairly to the
tenured faculty member. A formal, issued statement detail .

ing the reasons for termination and an opportunity to
respond to such charges are necessary.

Courts have upheld the right of colleges to base employ-
ment decisions on subjective judgments of quality and
performance and have focused their attention on the
fairness of the decision-making procedures (Hendrick-
son and Lee 1983, p. 13).

On the other hand, faculty in private institutions are not
subject to the procedural requirements governing state
action in the Constitution. Instead, conditions of faculty
employment are determined by contract law, and the pro-
cedures to be afforded tenured faculty must be contained
in the contract of employment. If the faculty contract does
not provide for procedural due process, it is difficult for the
terminated faculty member to find recourse through the
courts unless it can be proved that the contract was invalid
from the onset or was in violation of public policy
(Habecker 1981). Frequently, however, AAUP guidelines
are included in private institutions' formal tenure policies.
In that case, the attendant definition of cause is used.

Statistics are generally unavailable about the yearly
numbers of terminations for cause in either public or pri-
vate institutions. One recent study (Licata 1984) indicated
that in nine community colleges, less than 1 percent of
post-tenure evaluations occurring over the past five years
were considered to be unsatisfactory (p. 133). Of that num-
ber, dismissal resulted in only 7 percent of the cases. "To
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date, few college faculty terminations based on cause have
reached reportable stages in litigation" (Olswang and Fan-
tel 1980-81, p. 12). A need clearly exists for further re-
search that would validate or invalidate the general percep-
tion that very few tenured faculty are dismissed for cause.

If the intended institutional purpose for post-tenure eval-
uation is to remove incompetence, then it becomes a dis-
missal for cause, and institutions must be guided by appro-
priate procedures determined largely by institutional type
and policy and by legal precedent. Due process is critically

important in such instances.

Limitations of tenurefinancial exigency
Financial adversity or exigency, usually precipitated by
recent downward trends in enrollment, students' interest in
certain academic disciplines, and funding, has spawned the
dismissal of tenured faculty across the country (Farrell
1982; Scully 1982).

According to the 1973 AAUP/AAC definition of tenure,
financial exigency is a legitimate reason for dismissal of
tenured faculty, and exigency is defined as "an imminent
financial crisis that threatens the survival of the institution
as a whole and that cannot be alleviated by less dramatic
means" (AAUP 1982, p. 23). Moreover, the precise param-
eters of what constitutes financial exigency vary from insti-
tution to institution, with the courts placing the burden of
proof on the institution when a dismissed faculty member
files for reinstatement (Mix 1978). Further examination of
the court's position on financial exigency and its effect on
the termination of tenured faculty is important to a discus-
sion of post-tenure evaluation, because if institutions can
legally dismiss tenured faculty in a financial emergency,
then the question becomes which tenured faculty are dis-
missed, how it is decided, and whether the results of post-
tenure evaluation are used in making that determination.

In Scheuer v. Creighton University [260 N.W. 2d 595
(1977)], the court ruled that the fiscal status of a depart-
ment or a college rather than an entire university can con-
stitute exigency. Thus, a definition of operating funds, not
the AAUP's definition of survival, has found support in the
courts. This development is significant for institutions and
faculty, because using this definition of deficient operating
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funds, the courts have upheld tennirations based on bona
fide financial exigency in numerous instances.'

The courts have upheld that the officers of an institution
must make the declaration of financial exigency in good
faith and may not use financial exigency as a pretext for
the dissolution of tenure.

In the several cases that have been brought by tenured
faculty members objecting to their removal for budget-
ary reasons, the courts have consistently held that ten-
ure is subject to tervination by the institution if the gov-
erning body determirus that the financial need for doing
so is bona fide (and] made in good faith and the rules of
the institution are followed in effecting the terminations
(Olswang 1982-83, p. 436).

The preliminary findings of a recent study disclosed that
during 1978 to 1983, 4,000 faculty were laid off in four-year
colleges throughout the United States because of financial
difficulties. Of the 4,000, 1,200 were tenured (Scully 1983).
The particular experiences of 52 tenured faculty laid off at
Temple University led one commentator to question the
meaning of tenure within the parameters of retrenchment
(Heller 1984a). In the case at Temple, 48 of the 52 faculty
elected early retirement, severance pay, or another posi-
tion within the institution. In the case of the remaining four
faculty, however, arbitrators ruled that the university had
"no obligation to give retrenched faculty members tempo-
rary assignments after their layoff notification" (p. 25).

The pervasiveness of collegiate experiences with finan-
cial exigency has been difficult to document, and one
recent study purported that situations of exigency have not
occurred with the frequency that earlier predictions had
suggested. The Project on Reallocation in Higher Educa-

2. lee, for example, Levitt v. Board of Trustees of Nebraska State College,
37b F. Supp. 945 (D. Neb. 1974); Johnson v. Board of Regents of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin System, 510 F.2d 975 (7111 Cir. 1975); AAUP v. Bloom-
field College, 136 NJ. Super. 249, 346 A.2d 615 (1975); Browsin v. Catholic
University of America, 527 F.2d 843 (D.C. Cir. 1975); Klein v. the Board of
Nigher Education of the City of New York, 434 F. Supp. 1113 (S.D.N.Y.
1977); Krotkojj v. Coacher College, 585 F.2d 675 (4th Cir. 1978); Lumpert v.
University of Dubuque, 225 N.W.2d 168 (Iowa Q. of Appeals 1977);
Scheuer v. Creighton University, 260 N.W.2d 595 (1977).
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tion, a national study conducted recently at Pennsylvania
State University, collected data or. the reallocation, reduc-
tion, and prevailing faculty staffing practices at four-year
colleges and universities (Mortimer, Bagshaw, and Mas-
land 1985). Of the 318 respondent institutions, about 16
percent indicated that at least one faculty member had
been retrenched between 1977 and 1982 (p. 48). (For the
purpose of that, study, retrenchment was defined as "thy:
dismissal or layoff of tenured faculty members or the dis-
missal of nontenured faculty members in mid-contract for
reasons other than just cause or medical reasons" (pp. 47-
48).) A conclusion drawn from these data and other enroll-
ment data for the same institutions led to the hypothesis
that managing catastrophic decline was not as much of a
reality for those institutions as was managing uncertainty
about institutional resources. In any case, these court
opinions and college experiences help administrators and
faculty recognize the importance of preparation for re-
trenchment.

The AAUP provides guidelines that help guard against
arbitrary and capricious institutional action (Brown 1976).
Reaching consensus between the administration and fac-
ulty on the appropriate policy and procedures to follow
when faculty retrenchment is imminent demands patience
and foresight. Developing the policy and procedures :Afore
the need for them arises is strongly advised, although not
always feasible. In general, the definition and decision that
financial exigency exists should if at all possible 'nvolve
input from faculty; further, the methods and criteria for
making faculty cuts, while a responsibility of the adminis-
tration, should also involve consultation with faculty (Min-
gle and associates 1981; Mix 1978; Olswang 1982-83).
While many institutions use seniority as the basis for deter-
mining who is retrenched, the courts have upheld academic
competence and institutional need [Brenna v. Southern
Colorado State College, 589 F.2d 475 (10th -:-. 1978); Big-
nall v. North Idaho College, 538 F.2d 243 (9th Cir. 1976)].

The courts have upheld the removal of tenured faculty in
cases of financial exigency, program discontinuation, or
program reductions. The institution must, however, de-
velop specific criteria to be applied in making such deter-
minations, and those criteria must be applied fairly and not
used as a means to abrogate tenure or penalize tenured fac-
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ulty who have exercised their right to academic freedom
(Olswang 1982-83, P. 437). At this time, it seems improba-
ble that institutions under financial duress will use the per-
formance of tenured faculty and their viability to specific
programmatic needs as indices to be weighed in any deci-
sions about removal.

Purposes of Post-tenure Evaluation
Undergirding and driving any evaluation plan is a pre-
established purpose for the evaluation. In the case of post-
tenure evaluation, the literature mentions three basic yet
not necessarily compatible purposes: (1) to supply docu-
mentation for removal for incompetence; (2) to provide
input for personnel decisions in the areas of reductions in
force, merit raises, and promotions; and (3) to support fac-
ulty development and improved instruction.

Removal for incompetence
Some advocates of the need to evaluate tenured faculty
with the ultimate sanction of dismissal contend that such a
process need not discourage faculty creativity (Linnell
1979; Moore 1980; Nisbet 1973). Historically, dismissal of
taured faculty for cause is rare, but once removal for in-
competence becomes more than just a theory, the academic
community will tolerate it f.441house 1974; Carr 1972).

Post-tenure evaluation h been characterized as a staff-
ing practice that can be used to increase the number of
tenured faculty leaving an institution, thereby providing an
opportunity for institutions to reduce expenditures, reallo-
cate resources, and reduce committed long-term resources
to tenured positions (Mortimer, Bagshaw, and Masland
1985). Yet the reporting institutions in the Project on Real-
location indicated that while over half (about 154) of them
had a method for systematically reviewing all tenured fac-
ulty, "less than 7 percent . . . reported that negative
reviews were used to terminate tenured faculty" (p. 41).

The recently reported embattlement between the faculty
and president at Texas Tech University grew out of this
very issue. In that institu'tion's proposed tenure policy,
post-tenure reviews are required every five years, "with
termination possible if performance [is] found to be unsat-
isfactory" (Heller 1984b, p. 19).
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Presently, however, those who envision post-tenure
evaluation as a punitive measure, solely as a means to dis-
miss the incompetent, are in the minority and generally are
at odds with various faculty groups, and such a practice
not only constitutes a deviation from the traditional norm
but also requires that institutions have a systematic way to
define and cite what constitutes satisfactory and unsatisfac-
tory performance as well as a mechanism for remediation
(Mortimer, Bagshaw, and Masland 1985). Further, the
importance of employing appropriate due process in such
instances cannot be underplayed. The National Education
Association (NEA) and the American Federation of Teach-
ers (AFT) oppose post-tenure reviews that are intended to
be used to repeal the award of tenure. These organizations
do not oppose it, however, when it is used for faculty
development (Perry 1983). The AAUP has not yet regis-
tered an official position, but some commentators believe
that if such evaluations were employed to terminate ten-
ured faculty for cause without appropriate chance for
remediation and due process, the AAUP would denounce
the process (Chait and Ford 1982).

The apparent reluctance of institutions to use post-tenure
review for dismissal on grounds of incompetence under-
scores the relatively privileged position of the individual
tenured faculty member when institutions seek to reduce
expenditures or reallocate resources. The general pat-
tern of the Project on Reallocation data suggests that
most four-year colleges and universities go to consider-
able lengths to avoid terminating tenured faculty (Morti-
mer, Bagshaw, and Masland 1985, p. 41).

An underlying assumption behind advocacy of post-
tenure evaluation for the purpose of dismissing the incom-
petent is that faculty performance diminishes after tenure.
Yet the research related to the effect of tenure and age on
teaching effectiveness and productivity does not seem to
back up this claim (Creswell 1985).

Effect of tenure on teaching effectiveness. Some adversaries
of tenure have placed the blame for ineffective teaching,
decreased faculty productivity, and general lack of faculty
adaptability on the tenure process itself. This blanket con-
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denmation, however, covers the fact that the culprit is not
tenure but "tenure's purported consequences" (Blackburn
1972, p. 3). An examination of the research related to fac-
ulty productivity and adaptability reveals no comlation
between ineffective classroom teaching and a far.dty mem-
ber's lack of adaptiveness, age, and faculty rank. The
older, tenured faculty group, however, did vary more in
performance. When the rating for teaching effectiveness
given by students in two liberal arts colleges was plotted
against age and rank, no correlation existed. Yet faculty
who received the highest and the lowest ratings were those
in the highest rank and age brackets (Blackburn 1972). The
evidence, at least in the early 1970s, did not support any
causal relationship between tenure and the charges leveled
against it related to declines in effective teaching.

Faculty themselves believe that tenure has no significaLt
effect, positive or negative, on the effectiveness of teach-
ing (Eble 1971). Moreover, the lack of administrative initia-
tive to replace incompetent tenured faculty is related more
to matters of time than to tenure. The investment of time
required to build and document a case of classroom incom-
petence and its political ramifications generally prohibit
administrators from doing so, given the other demands on
their professional lives. Thus, time, not tenure, is the cul-
prit (Eble 1973).

Other researchers have looked more recently at this
same issue and concluded that tenure is not the determin-
ing factor in measuring the effectiveness of teaching
(Habecker 1981). Most research studies show no difference
in effective teaching when viewed against variables like
faculty rank and tenure status, or if a difference in effec-
tiveness is noted, it is positively skewed toward higher
ranks and among tenured faculty (Habecker 1981). Associ-
ate professors and full professors (more than five years
from retirement) are more comfortable with teaching and
rate their teaching skills and rapport with students more
highly than do junior facult!, (Baldwin and Blackburn
1981). "Student ratings are lower for teachers in their first
year or two of teaching but relatively unrelated to age after
that" (McKeachie 1983, p. 60).

Effect of tenure on faculty productivity. A solid and conclu-
sive base of systematic research on the effects of tenure on
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faculty scholarly productivity does not exist. One
researcher contrasted the percentage increase in the num-
ber of tenured faculty during 1969 to 1975 with the percent-
age decrease in the number of faculty who reported zero
publications over that same time span, concluding that
insofar as publications are an indication of productivity, no
decrease in productivity could be noted (Trow 1977).

Another researcher tested the premise that productivity
declines after tenure by analyzing four measures of produc-
tivity (teaching, research, professional service, and com-
munity service) against favorable or unfavorable attitudes
toward faculty tenure and by asking tenured respondents
to judge their own productivity following tenure. A tenure
attitude scale was used to analyze faculty responses to the
question of whether the productivity of persons they knew
increased or decreased after tenure was awarded. About 95
percent of the tenured faculty respondents stated that ten-
ure made no difference in their level of productivity or that
productivity had actually increased since tenure was
awarded (Walden 1979, p. 155).

Other research confirms these findings. Based on a defi-
nition of productivity as the number of articles appearing in
a referred journal over a one-year period, one study was
unable to discern any significant differences between the
productivity level of tenured and untenured faculty who
were matched according to age, seniority, discipline, and
degree (Orpen 1982). Furthermore, the productivity level
of faculty after tenure was only slightly higher than it had
been before tenure.

Another study examined the relationship between age
and one selected measure of productivityresearch and
professional activity. The researchers concluded that
"career age (and possibly tenure status) is a poor predictor
of researchprofessional activity" (Bayer and Dutton 1977,
p. 279). In addition, a corollary finding indicated that the
results in terms of productivity for one academic discipline
did not apply to another. Thus, during steady-state staffing,
it is not possible to establish a "standard educational pol-
icy applicable to all members of an age cohort" (p. 279).

In sum, the available research does not support the
notion that either effective teaching or scholarly productiv-
ity declines after tenure is awarded or is related in any way
to age (Lawrence 1984).
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Personnel matters
Redactions in force. The posture of the courts in upholding
dismissal of tenured faculty by institutions faced with
financial exigency has prompted some institutions to
involve faculty and administrators in the development of
the criteria to be used in reductions in force (RIFs) (Lom-
bardi 1974; Melchiori 1982; Mingle and associates 1981).
The question of whether faculty performance can be used
as a factor in determining whether tenured faculty are
retrenched has received very limited attention. Generally,
such deliberations have not urged institutions to use the
performance of tenured faculty as a factor in those deci-
sions. Only one institution could be foundMiami-Dade
Community Collegethat reported "consideration" of
tenured faculty's effective performance as a possible decid-
ing criterion to be used in such a process (Zaharis 1973).
"When the need for RIF loomed, many administrators felt
it would allow them to strengthen the faculty by eliminat-
ing weak instructors. With the rare exception, [it] has not
happened" (Lombardi 174, p. 56).

The question then becomes, "Do you retain the 'best'
faculty in the institution to staff the programs or do you
narrow that choice by first concentrating on the untenured
faculty for removal?" (Olswang 1982-83, p. 439). The rea-
sons advanced in favor of using performance and institu-
tional need rather than tenure status or seniority revolve
around several factors. First, in today's market the creden-
tials of both tenured and nontenured faculty are generally
fairly comparable. Second, the currency of knowledge pos-
sessed by nontenured faculty may in fact be more impor-
tant to programs than the depth of knowledge possessed by
tenured faculty. Third, the likelihood that some nontenured
faculty will not be granted tenure because of substandard
performance while some tenured faculty continue in the
ranks despite substandard performance helps spur the
notion that the best may not always appear in the tenured
ranks. This rationale is countered, however, by the realiza-
tion that the use of criteria based on performance and need
may adversely affect faculty morale and engender a fear
that tenure is meaningless. Whether this situation in turn
can act as a disincentive in attracting new faculty is
another concern. On the other hand, the opinion that fac-
ulty may view an emphasis on performance and need as
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T-------positive signals that accountability and institutional health
are key institutional values leading to institutional stability
is also worthy of consideration (Olswang 1982-83).

Whether institutions will attempt to look at performance
and viability in relationship to programmatic needs as fac-
tors to be weighed in decisions tk. retain faculty is not clear
but highly unlikely at this time. Should some institutions de-
cide to dots°, then summative post-tenure evaluation or some
other measurement scheme becomes a crucial necessity.

Merit pay. A national focus on excellence in teaching and
the concomitant desire for accountability are two primary
reasons for the recent resurgence in discussions about
merit pay (McMillen 1984). Some view the provision of a
basis for making decisions related to rewards for merito-
rious performance as a legitimate purpose for post-tenure
evaluation (Bennett and Chater 1984). Others are con-
cerned that the tenure system does not address the various
stages of development in a faculty member's life, insisting
that most tenure plans offer no rewards or incentives for
faculty growth (Brookes and German 1983).

Such a lockstep, rewardless system should be altered,
and one way to do so is to base faculty salaries solely on
performance (Hellweg and Churchman 1981). Practically
speaking, however, commentators are far from unanimous
on the feasibility and appropriateness of merit raises.
Although merit pay would provide incentives for accom-
plishment, such a plan necessitates systematic evaluation.
Further, the idea of monetary rewards negates a faculty
member's professional sense of excellence for the sake of
excellence. Historically, merit pay has never been a com-
ponent of the salary structure in highly esteemed profes-
sions (Friedman 1984). One attempt to gain an understand-
ing of what merit means to academics resulted in a review
of 417 letters written by peers to support merit increases
for colleagues. "Teaching was strongly emphasized in 28
percent of the letters and not mentioned in 31 percent,
research was strongly emphasized in 52 percent and not
mentioned in 27 percent, and administrative service was
strongly emphasized in 56 percent and not mentioned in
only 18 percent" (Lewis 1984, p. 56), leading to the conclu-
sion that more emphasis is put on administrative tasks than
one might expect. More astounding, though, was the fact
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that although in over 85 percent of the letters where a spe-
cific task related to teaching, research, or service was men-
tioned, "there was rarely any proof that the candidate had
performed meritoriously" (p. 56). Coincidentally, it was
for this precise reason that a merit system was abandoned
at Brookdale Community College in New Jersey: Faculty
had difficulty defining excellence in teaching (Smith 1984).
Merit systems can have the potential to be more of a haz-
ard than a benefit, particularly if the system is not properly
planned aid designed and the institution is not organized to
put the system in practice. Problems of litigation, divisive-
ness, and the perpetration of additional bureaucracy can
result. To work well, an institution must agree on what con-
stitutes meritorious performance and then design an evalu-
ation system that can provide a mechanism to appraise
it (McMillen 1984). Two examples illustrate this point.

Recent negotiations between the California State Univer-
sity system and its faculty union have resulted in a revamp-
ing of its merit pay system. A proposal by the university
system to allocate all salary increases as merit increases
was rejected, primarily because of what faculty called a
"patronage system" that allowed each of the 19 campus
presidents to decide, in the faculty's view arbitrarily, who
received the merit increase. Under the new agreement, all
faculty are eligible for a 10 percent nay increase, and a
fund of $1.5 million is set aside specifically for merit in-
creases. What is significant in this example is that the
recipients of the merit increases will be chosen by faculty
committees, not solely by administration. The president of
the union sees this solution as "the first contract in higher
education enforcing collegiality" (McCurdy 1984, p. 21).

Merit pay is a regential mandate for the university sys-
tem in Texas, with each campus developing its own proce-
dures for implementation. At the University of Texas at
Austin, for example, all faculty receive a 3 percent cost-of-
living adjustment, after which the top one-third of the fac-
ulty receive merit pay allocations. Faculty themselves
decide who receives merit increases, judging each other's
accomplishments and ranking each accordingly to produce
the top five individuals in each academic unit. Not only is
this plan developed by faculty; it also "forces evaluation
on faculty after tenure" (Roueche 1984).

Post-tenure Faculty Evaluation
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Discussion of merit pay in relationship to post-tenure
evaluation is certain to persist. Whether the adoption of a
merit pay system will become a catalyst in some institu-
tions for developing a system of post-tenure evaluation is
unclear at present. The potential for a cause-and-effect
relationship certainly exists, and a movement toward merit
pay can necessitate the establishment of such a mechanism
for evaluation.

Promotions. The majority of institutions with a faculty
ranking system have a review process for decisions about
promotion. Documentation and evidence of achievement
based on criteria for promotion are usually required and
are usually reviewed by a peer committee. Because on
most campuses promotion is optional after tenure is
granted, the review is usually at the initiative of the faculty
member.

After promotion to full professor is awarded, this type of
performance review, if it occurs at all, tends to be more
informal. Thus, some suggest, formal post-tenure evalua-
tion can fill the need to review the performance of faculty
not engaged in deliberations about promotion, requests for
sabbaticals, and similar processes. The point is that,
because promotion to full professor and application for
other types of faculty rewards are not expected but are
self-initiated, professors not choosing to engage such
rewards may never experience this type of peer review.

Professional development
Enabling faculty to refocus professional priorities to better
align them with institutional needs is another purpose that
post-tenure evaluation can serve (Chait and Ford 1982).
Tenure studies conducted in Virginia, Montana, Nevada,
and Utah recommend the adoption ,af some form of peri-
odic review of tenured faculty as a means of improving
instruction (Greene 1976; Montana Commission 1974;
Scully 1982; University of Utah Commission 1971). Such
post-tenure evaluations offer the "least modification to reg-
ular tenure procedures with the additional capacity for long-
range planning and faculty involvement with the growth
and development of the college" (Limey 1979, p. 7).

The majority of faculty and administrators in one survey
perceived post-tenure evaluation as a means to help a
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school or a department be more responsible and viewed
post-tenure es aluation and faculty development as closely
tied (Bolden 1979). Therefore, when a tenured faculty
member received a poor evaluation, the consequences
were not dismissal but departmental support for improve-
ment. Similarly, a study of community college evaluation
procedures found that faculty and administrators strongly
supported post-tenure evaluation for the purpose of provid-
ing information to be used for faculty development and
improvement (Licata 1984).

A recent study of post-tenure evaluation at the Univer-
sity of Queensland in Australia clearly indicated that "the
majority of [academic] staff interviewed favoured regular
reviews" (Moses 1985, p. 35). Their reasons wore based on
the belief that such reviews would result in improved per-
formance and the maintenance of high standards, which
would spread from individual faculty to the department and
ultimately to the entire university.

Support for Post-tenure Evaluation
It is in this context of faculty tuning rather than pruning
that one finds the most concentrated support for post-
tenure evaluation.

While traditionally "for all intents and purposes, formal
evaluation ends where tenure begins" (Bevan 1980, p. 15),
some suggest that in a steady-state environment, an institu-
tional approach to fostering quality and responsiveness must
include the reinforcement of personal growth and improve-
ment of instruction through pretenure as well as post-
tenure faculty evaluation and development (Bevan 1980;
Furniss 1978; Linnell 1979; Zuckert and Friedhoff 1980).

In its summary recommendations, the National Commis-
sion on Higher Education Issues suggested the idea that
the process of post-tenure evaluation should "assure that
the tenured faculty has maintained the appropriate level of
competence and is performing at a satisfactory level"
(1982, p. 10). The commission suggested further that the
responsibility lies with faculty and administration to see
that unsatisfactorj performance is remedied. Ultimately,
"incompetent faculty members must not be protected at
the expense of the students or the maintenance of quality"
(p. 10).
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Post-tenure evaluation should be one portion of a com-
plement of activities designed for institutional self-regula-
tion (Bennett and Chater 1984). Faculty vitality is seen as a
critical factor in maintaining academic excellence, and
post-tenure evaluation therefore serves to enhance faculty
vitality, in so doing guaranteeing "academic excellence
and institutional accountability and integrity" (p. 41). Insti-
tutional greatness depends directly on faculty quality, and
meritorious faculty performance is therefore critical
(Olswang and Fantel 1980-81). Because tenure is basically
a contract, it is also good personnel practice to provide a
formal way for parties to such a contract to be able to
revalidate the original conditions upon which it was estab-
lishednamely, demonstration of outstanding teaching,
research, and service (Olswang and Fantel 1980-81).

The value of periodic, evaluation of tenured faculty lies in
the fact that it is good personnel policy, but it should be
completely disengaged from the issue of whether tenure
continues to be necessary (Shapiro 1983). When the
emphasis of the review is on professional development, no
link to tenure is really necessary (Moses 1985). Such form-
ative reviews give an institution an opportunity to demon-
strate the fact that "institutional expectations of staff and
individual career expectations can harmonise" (p. 40);
"the very structure of educational institutions should help
point out the need for a continuing evaluation system that
covers tenured as well as nontenured faculty" (Andrews
1985, p. 80).

Thus, most who champion the cause of post-tenure eval-
uation do so convinced that post-tenure evaluation should
be neither punitive in nature nor connected directly to pro-
viding evidence for removal for cause. It should rather help
move faculty and institutions closer to their mutual goal of
academic quality. The role a formal system of evaluation
should play in merit raises or in RIFs is far from resolved.

Legal considerations
Recent analysis has confirmed the legal and administrative
compatibility of the tenure principle with post-tenure eval-
uation, and "no evidence [exists] that tenure and rigorous
evaluation are incompatible concepts" (Chait and Ford
1982, p. 181). The courts have never held that "a distinct
right of academic freedom" exists; rather they have
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emphasized the importance to society of free inquiry
(Olswang and Fantel 1980-81, p. 3). Furthermore, because
tenure does not constitute an unqualified right to continued
employment, "it is conditional upon a faculty member's
maintenance of competence and compliance with contract
obligations and the rules of the institution" (p. 30).

Thus, support can be found for the premise that periodic
evaluation, appropriately constructed and implemented,
can strengthen rather than weaken tenure (Bennett and
Chater 1984; Chait and Ford 1982; Olswang and Fantel
1980-81).

Collective bargaining
Does the presence of a union on a campus affect the viabil-
ity of a post-tenure evaluation plan? As little is known gen-
erally about post-tenure evaluation, even less is known
about the relationship of collective bargaining and post-
tenure evaluati( n. What we do know is that under most
bargaining statutes, all aspects of an evaluation system and
its implementing procedures come under the scope of
negotiation (Kleingartner 1984). Thus, administrators in
such situations m tst be guided by the collective bargaining
agreement; they cannot unilaterally modify or establish
post-tenure evaluation except through interaction with the
exclusive bargaining representative or when it is agreed
that post-tenure evaluation is outside of the contract
(Kleingartner 1984).

An example of a negotiated post-tenure evaluation pro-
cess in a large university setting is that of the California
State University system. In 1983, the university system
signed its first collective bargaining agreement, which cov-
ered over 19,000 faculty. Approximately 10 percent of the
contract was devoted to faculty evaluation, making a dis-
tinction between the evaluation procedures for probation-
ary faculty, for tenured faculty considered for promotion,
and for tenured faculty not being considered for promo-
tion. Specifically, the contract indicates:

Evaluation is, by definition, designed to improve fac-
ulty performance.
It is conducted at intervals of no more than five years.
A peer review committee undertakes the process.
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The peer group makes its evaluative criteria and pro-
cedure available to the faculty member beforehand.
Student evaluations are included.
A copy of the peer report is given to the evaluated
professor.
Written recommendations garnered by the peer review
panel are provided to the evaluated professor.
The chairman of the peer review panel meets to dis-
cuss the results of the report with the professor after
evaluation.
Grievance procedures are available to appeal the
results of any evaluation (Heller 1985b, p. 30).

Although post-tenure evaluation and collective bargain-
ing do not inherently conflict (Heller 1985b; Kleingartner
1984), that assertion largely depends upon the union's
endorsement of post-tenure evaluation. Once endorsed by
the union, implementation can be easier than if mandated
by an outside public without faculty or union involvement.
What seems critical is a mutual understanding among
administrators and faculty of the purpose and the benefits
of post-tenure review.

Opposition to Poet- tenure Evaluation
While advocates for post-tenure evaluation are convincing,
those who question the need for it and object to any
attempts to formalize it are equally persuasive. The Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh denounced the idea because it was
seen as working against the inherent values that tenure
establishes (Chait and Ford 1982). Some contend that such
evaluation stifles academic freedom by pressuring "faculty
members to conform, avoid controversial research sub-
jects, or publish 'potboilers' to build up their publications
records" (Perry 1983, p. 25).

Others seriously question whether the benefits justify the
investment of time and money that such a process would
require. Committee A of the AAUP voiced thoughtful con-
cerns at its November 1983 meeting when it issued the fol-
lowing statement: "The Association believes that periodic
formal institutional evaluation of each postprobationary
faculty member would bring scant benefit, would widen
unacceptable costs not only in money and time but also in
a dampening of creativity and of collegial relationships,
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and would threaten academic freedom" (AAUP 1983, p.
14a). Still others caution that it leads to erosion of collegial
relationships, mistrust of one another, conformity instead
of creativity, a devaluing of rigorous pretenure evaluations,
and increased bureaucratization and centralized control
(Bennett and Chater 1984; Larsen 1983; Moses 1985;
Stern 1983).

In 1983, the American Council on Education (ACE) pro-
posed a joint meetingthe Wingspread Conferencewith
the AAUP, offering invited faculty members, administra-
tors, association officers from AAUP ani ACE, and foun-
dation executives a forum to discuss the National Commis-
sion on Higher Education Issues' 1982 proposal that insti-
tutions adopt formal periodic review procedures for
tenured faculty.

A postconference statement suggested that a majority of
participants were satisfied with the traditional procedures
for assessing tenured faculty already in operation on most
campuses, including formal and/or informal evaluation to
determine promotion in rank, awards of sabbaticals,
awards of research greats, faculty development grants,
merit pay, outstanding teachiag awards, 92.4 awards of
endowed chairs (Kearl 1983). Advancing tne argument that
these informal methods evaluation are valuable as well
as endemic to academic life, one participant suggested that
personnel strategies basic to the industrial model cannot be
transferred to the academic model, claiming that "periodic
post-tenure review is inimical to collegiality and to the
spirit of academic freedom" (Stern 1983, p. 13a).

Likewise, the idea of a post-tenure evaluation system
that carries the threat of sanctions was opposed on the
basis that such sanctions are " . . . unnecessary and incon-
sistent with [our] vital commitment to the conditions [that]
nourish the spirit of free inquiry" (Larsen 1985, p. 10a).

The consensus statements drafted by the participants
represent one direction that future discussions on the issue
might take:

1. Along with the Commission, we reaffirm our commit-
ment to academic tenure and the protection, of aca-
demic freedom it provides. No system of faculty eval-
uation should be permitted to weaken or undermine
those principles.
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2. Institutional assessments of the teaching, research,
and service programs of departments, schools, and
other academic units should be made at regular in-
tervals.

3. The performance of tenured faculty members is eval-
uated on a continuing basis, formal and informal, by
their colleagues and students, by their peers in their
disciplines at other institutions, and by potential
funding agencies both public and private; we regard
this continuing evaluation as healthy and indeed valu-
able.

4. The performance of tenured faculty members should
be and normally is regularly evaluated by their insti-
tutions for some or all of the following purposes: dis-
tribution of merit salary increases, promotion, and
institutional academic awards such as sabbaticals,
research support, and teaching awards. Written
descriptions of the purposes, criteria, and methods by
which these evaluations are made should be provided
to the faculty.

5 Decisioa made as a result of these approaches to the
evaluation and improvement of faculty performance
should not be used as a ground to dismiss tenured
faculty. Where grounds for dismissal are believed to
exist, informal resolutions of the problem should be
pursued first. If these fail, then existing due process
procedures can be employed (AAUP 1983, p. 14a).

Some conference participants also mentioned the con-
cept of post-tenure evaluation as a catalyst for faculty
development. Certain participants felt the benefits accrued
could offset the risks involved, when they are viewed and
designed as a means of nurturing faculty growth and excel-
lence, encouraging faculty self-evaluation, and promoting
institutional review of units and programs (Landini 1983;
Larsen 1983; Shapiro 1983).

At issue here, though, seems to be an overarching dis-
tinction between what constitutes periodic evaluation (that
is, scheduled and systematic) versus the other forms of fac-
ulty evaluation that occur at varying intervals on campus
for purposes other than specific faculty ,ind institutional
renewal. The participants at the Wingspread Conference
and others maintain that such types of customary, ongoing
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evaluation as outlined in the conference consensus state-
ments are occurring and are quite sufficient. Those who
argue in favor of a more systematic and comprehensive
evaluation plan for tenured faculty appear to do so because
they feel that the customary evaluations are not adequate
in their emphasis on improvement or revitalization and that
they tend to be of a "pro forma, often hit-or-miss, hurried
character" (Bennett 1985, p. 65). Although it is true that
many fo ' as of assessment do occur normally in the form
of merit awards, pay increases, and reviews of research
requests, grants, and manuscripts, these assessments do
not generally provide the feedback to the faculty member
that is necessary for positive changes to occur (Bennett
1985, p. 67). The conclusion is that "at many institutions,
too much energy is currently being spent on evaluation in
ways that will not promote academic excellence, institu-
tional integrity, or public confidence" (p. 68).

Summary
Academics are far from agreement about the merits of a
formal process for post-tenure review. Approbation is
counterbalanced by reservation and skepticism. While some
observers voice serious questions about the necessity, the
benefit, and the costs of such a periodic process, others
suggest it can serve as a mechanism for the identification
an mediation of deficiencies, a basis for merit pay deci-
sions, and a catalyst for faculty renewal and development.

Clearly, it is in the context and spirit of faculty develop-
ment that one finds the strongest and the most convincing
justification for implementation of a periodic system for
post-tenure evaluation. Yet, as those in the academy are
keenly aware, advocacy in the philosophical sense does
not automatically translate into operational efficacy
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CURRENT EXAMPLES OF POST-TENURE EVALUATION

What, if anything, is known about current institutional
practices of post-tenure evaluation, their purposes, and
their effectiveness? Does any evidence exist to dispel the
disputations of those who believe that such processes are
inimical to the traditions of tenure and academic freedom
or to confirm the apparent convictions of those who see
such processes as a means for faculty renewal and growth?
Coe College and St. Lawrence University are two institu-
tions that have initiated formal systems of post-tenure eval-
uation. Both developed their plans in response to concerns
about tenure density.

At Coe College, the impetus for post-tenure review arose
from heated faculty debate surrounding a board-supported
tenure quota plan. In place of a quota, the faculty accepted
a proposal for a non-tenure-track system to cover up to 10
percent of the full-time faculty as well as the establishment
of a 10-year faculty growth and development plan. Faculty
at Coe develop and submit a 10-year plan for professional
growth and development at the time of tenure delibera-
tions. If the faculty member is granted tenure, he or she
updates and modifies that plan every five years thereafter.
Further, the dean and department chair evaluate the fac-
ulty member's accomplishments in relationship to this plan
at the same five-year intervals. This evaluation is comple-
mented with input from students, peers, and outside
experts. The 10-year plan and accompanying evaluation
are used as input in making decisions related to promotion,
merit pay, and professional leave. The revocation of tenure
is not an option should performance be unsatisfactory, lead-
ing the dean at Coe College to view the process as "pri-
marily a counseling tool" (Chait and Ford 1982, p. 178).

At St. Lawrence University, an unsatisfactory post-
tenure evaluation can lead to dismissal for cause. In lieu of
adopting an alternative system to tenure, a faculty commit-
tee at St. Lawrence recommended that each faculty mem-
ber be subject to review by the college's Committee on
Professional Standards. The dean and department chair
share the responsibility to ensure that each tenured faculty
member's performance is reviewed every four years, un-
less the faculty member's performance has been reviewed
for another purpose. The purpose of the review is to deter-
mine faculty effectiveness. If faculty incompetence is
observed, actions can be taken that could result in term:na-
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Lion, although to date no such actions have occurred. This
post-tenure review occurs as "the most efficacious means
to assure accountability" (Chait and Ford 1982, p. 180).

The reported usefulness of post-tenure evaluation at
these two institutions lies as much in its process as in its
product:

The evaluation process, subtly, almost subconsciously,
creates an expectation of progress and advancement.
Properly executed, the process enables individuals and
departments to set directions and priorities in harmony
with institutional objectives . . . . (Faculty interviewed)
stressed the value of the plans as a means to orchestrate
departmental activities and as a means to learn more
about the interests and ambitions of colleagues (Chait
and Ford 1982, p. 183).

Three other institutional plans reported in the literature
are those from Carlton College, Earlham College, and San
Jose State University. Carlton College in Minnesota fol-
lows a rather novel approach to post-tenure evaluation.
Thruugh slight modifications in its existing evaluation pro-
cess, the college envisions one-seventh of its tenured fac-
ulty reviewed each year, with the possibility of exemptions
above a certain age. The procedures, however, would be
the same as those outlined for the original decision on
whether to confer tenure:

A list of 20-30 names of current and recently graduated
students is solicited from the faculty member concerned,
with appropriate balances among male/female, major/
nonmajor, and performance levels of students in the fac-
ulty member's courses. A second list of names is
obtained through a random sample, using similar distri-
bution criteria. The Dean of the college writes to each
student requesting the student's evaluation of the faculty
member. The faculty member has seen the letter . . . the
Dean is sending. Evaluations from current students are
normally sought only when students are away from the
campus. After the evaluations have been received, the
Dean meets with the faculty member concerned to dis-
cuss the letters, reading all relevant information from
the letters to the faculty member, though avoiding any
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references (that] might identify the author (Zuckert and
Friedhoff 1980, p. 50).

The advantage of such a system is that it allows review
of an individual faculty member rather than an individual
course. It also frees the student evaluators from the pres-
sures of peers and grades. More important, however, stu-
dents do not respond to a prepared questionnaire but are
asked to first write about the criteria they use in making
judgments about an instructor's effectiveness an I then to
elaborate upon what the strengths and weaknesses of the
faculty member in question are in light of the criteria used.
Last, they are asked to offer strategies for the instructor's
improvement. This assessment results in a private inter-
view between the dean and the faculty member that is
designed to "guarantee both a greater effectiveness to the
evaluation and to respect the legitimate feelings of the indi-
viduals involved" (Zuckert and Friedhoff 1980, p. 50).

At Earlham College, evaluation of tenured faculty for the
sole purpose of improvement is conducted every five years
until the age of 60. The process is heavily steeped in re-
view by colleagues. A committee of three colleagues, cho-
sen by the dean and the faculty member, review the faculty
member's portfolio, which contains a self-evaluation, eval-
uations by students, letters of support from colleagues, let-
ters of support from present and past students, and other
pertinent materials. In addition, the peer committee may
request to observe the faculty member in the classroom.
Together with the committee, the faculty member com-
pletes a self-assessment and develops a five-year plan. The
committee sends a written report to the dean, who meets
with the faculty member to discuss the five-year plan and
the assessment. Institutional resources are made available
to the faculty member as needed (Faculty Affairs Commit-
tee 1975). Earlham's plan is similar to those at Coe College
and Carlton College insofar as revocation of tenure is
not possible.

In the California State University system, "anyone who
has not been reviewed for retention, tenure, or promotion
for five years is subject to review of teaching and schJlar-
ship by a committee of his peers and an 'appropriate
administrator' " (Galm 1985, p. 65). The specific proce-
dures and criteria for post-tenure review are for the most
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part parallel to promotion review, but at San Jose State
University, an alternative from the usual review process
was successfully developed to include an initial series of
five seminars with the tenured full professors subject for
review. The seminars focused on course syllabi, objec-
tives, grading criteria, audiovisual aids, classroom discus-
sion techniques, and a specific discipline-based issue (Galm
1985). The result was the ability "to turn an onerous and
perfunctory task into an experience [the participants) en-
joyed and learned from" (p. 65). One tenured professor said:

"When I heard I was to be 'evaluated,' my first response
was to assume that I would bear up, survive the ordeal
with as much dignity as possible, and continue on after-
wards, putting the whole thing out ofmy mind at the
earliest opportunity. It was a real surprise to discover
that the process actually had led me to rethinksome of
the classes I teach and to want to try some new things.
That effect, I'm sorry to say, is something I never expe-
rienced when I was evaluated in years past for tenure
and for my promotions" (Galm 1985, p. 67).

To date, on./ two other studies have been undertaken
specifically to investigate the status of formal post-tenure
evaluation plans on college and university campuses (Bol-
den 1979; Licata 1984).

In the process of studying the 14 four-year public institu-
tions in Alabama to determine whether systematic post-
tenure evaluation existed, Bolden surveyed tenured and non-
tenured faculty and administrators from the same institu-
tions to elicit their opinions and attitudes toward the con-
cept of post-tenure review. In doing so, he separated
administrators and faculty according to institutional level
that is, those in institutions granting doctorates from those
in institutions granting master's degrees.

Approximately 68 percent of the overall administrative
respondents indicated that they had policies to evaluate
tenured faculty. After a review of the 14 campuswide fac-
ulty handbooks, however, Bolden found no formal institu-
tionwide procedures outlined in the individual handbooks
and concluded that the policies for post-tenure evaluation
were established on a departmental rather than institutional
basis. When asked to indicate what purpose or purposes
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TABLE 1

PERCENTAGES OF ADMINISTRATORS* INDICATING
A SPECIFIED PURPOSE OF WRITTEN POLICIES TO

EVALUATE TENURED FACULTY
(N = 80)

Category I
(Doctoral

Category II
(Master's

Purpose Universities) Universities) Combined
Merit increases 90.0 73.7 51.2

Evaluation of teaching
performance 92.9 100.0 57.5

Contract renewal 47.6 50.0 23.7
Promotion in rank 96.8 89.5 60.0
Salary increase 89.7 77.8 50.0
Faculty development 85.2 47.4 41.2

Dismissal decisions 78.9 64.3 31.3

Administrators comprised of academic deans (43.8 percent), department
heads (52.5 percent), and others (3.7 percent).

Source: Bolden 1979, p. 30.

the post-tenure evaluation served, the respondents consis-
tently indicated that it primarily served to evaluate teach-
ing performance and as input for promotion in rank. The
specific breakdown of all purposes mentioned in Bolden's
study is shown in table 1.

Bolden concluded that "higher education faculty and
administrators in Alabama support and believe that post-
tenure evaluation policies should exist" (p. 90). He based
this conclusion on the findings of his study, which indi-
cated respondents believed:

Periodic post-tenure reviews should be performed (84
percent).
Administrators and tenured faculty colleagues
together should evaluate tenured faculty (74.9 per-
cent).
Post-tenure evaluations will help a school or depart-
ment be more responsible (81.1 percent).
If a faculty member receives a poor post-tenure evalu-
ation, the faculty member's position should be contin-
ued, but the faculty member should receive depart-
mental support for improvement (87.4 percent).
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I
Evaluation of tenured faculty should be related to fac-
ulty development (91 percent) (Bolden 1979, p. 90).

These findings were corroborated in a similar study of
nine institutions belonging to the League for Innovation in
the Community College (Licata 1984). Like the Alabama
study, tenured and nontenured faculty and administrators
were surveyed to determine the status of post-tenure eval-
uation at their selected institutions. The data from the
study indicated that formal post-tenure evaluation existed
in each of the nine participating community colleges. Per-
haps more important, over 94 percent of respondents
agreed that it should exist. The majority of administrators
and faculty surveyed worked in institutions where the pri-
mary stated purpose for such evaluation was faculty devel-
opment and improvement. And when asked what should be
the primary purpose, the majority opinion remained
unchanged. Table 2 displays administrators' and faculty
members' responses to the stated and proposed inst,,u-
tional purposes for posttenure evaluation.

Licata concluded that in the community colleges sur-
veyed, strong support existed for the concept of post-tenure
evaluation as a mechanism for enhancing faculty develop-
ment, basing this assumption in large part on the findings,
which indicated respondents believed:

Periodic post-tenure evaluation should be performed
for tenured faculty to assess their level of performance
and development needs (94 percent).
Tenured faculty should welcome periodic assessment
of their overall performance (94.5 percent).
A faculty development program should be imple-
mented in conjunction with the post-tenure evaluation
plan (94.2 percent).
Post-tenure evaluation increases the likelihood of fac-
ulty growth and vitality (81.4 percent).
Multiple sources of inputfrom administrators, peers,
students, and selfshould be used for post-tenure
evaluation (91.2 percent) (Licata 1984, pp. 135-37).

The data from this study also suggested, however, that
the effectiveness of post-tenure evaluation in accomplish-
ing its stated institutional purpose was somewhat uncertain
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TABLE 2

STATED AND PROPOSED INSTITUTIONAL PURPOSES
FOR POST-TENURE EVALUATION

To provide information
needed in making
decisions for promotion,
retention, dismissal, and
normal salary increments

To provide information
need..: '.n making
decisions about merit
compensation

To provide a basis for
individual faculty
development and
improvement

To provide each faculty
member with diagnostic
information concerning
his or her instructional
behavior and
effectiveness

Other

No response

Source: Licata 1984.

Administrators
Present
Stated Proposed

Purpose Purpose

Faculty
Present
Stated Proposed

Purpose Purpose

25.4 17.6 26.1 13.6

2.1 0.9 3.0

56.8 52.9 45.9 48.4

15.7 25.7 21.5 32.4

2.2 1.6 5.7 2.6

17.4 16.5 26.4 25.0

fot two reasons. First, the evaluation did not provide an
effective mechanism to measure competence and incom-
petence; second, it paid only lip service to faculty develop-
ment (pp. 130-32). This issue of effectiveness is critical
and deserves attention in future studies.

Participants at the ACE Leadership Development Pro-
gram on Periodic Review of Tenured Faculty were sur-
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veyed to determine the prevalence of post-tenure review at
their institutions. (The results of that survey are presented
in Appendix A.) More than half of the 31 responding insti-
tutions (public and private) reported an institutional system
in place. In general, the process they followed included the
development by the tenured faculty member of a portfolio
or activity file that is then reviewed by a peer committee
and the dean or by the dean alone. This review is used for
decisions about salary, merit pay, or promotions in about
75 percent of the reported cases.

These two studies, albeit very limited in scope, when
coupled with the earlier analysis by Chait and Ford (1982)
lend some credence to the belief that post-tenure evalua-
tion does exist to some degree and that a number of admin-
istrators and faculty in the field see benefit in the practice
of formal periodic reviews of tenured faculty when directed
specifically toward faculty development and promotion and
not used as a mechanism for dismissal. The role that such
evaluation can play in institutional self- regulation is also
important to weigh. A movement toward national assess-
ment in higher education seems imminent. Secretary of
Education William J. Bennett recently noted that if "insti-
tutions don't assess their own performance, otherseither
state or commercial organizationswill" (Higher Educa-
tion and National Affairs 1985). Add to this statement such
recent initiatives as Accuracy in Academia and other
attempts by outside publics to police academic ranks, and
one is persuaded that individual institutions must find ways
to initiate self-regulation before they are compelled to
overcome attempts by others to do so.
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THE FRAMEWORK FOR POST-TENURE EVALUATION

Moving from what the literature conveysthat some four-
year and two-year institutions are presently engaged in a
formal process of post-tenure evaluationleads to several
questions: What components make up such evaluation
plans? What criteria are used? What sources of input are in-
cluded? What action occurs as a result of such evaluations?

Answers to such questions can be useful to institutions
interested in entering into serious discussion about post-
tenure review and for those wishing to explore possible
ways to establish a system. A review of research and findings
related to these questions from the larger field of faculty
evaluation is necessary, because the process of post-tenure
evaluation is a normal outgrowth of the process of preten-
ure evaluation.

The Design of Post-tenure Evaluation
The history of formal faculty evaluation in higher educa-
tion is still in its early stages. The tremendous student
growth experienced on college campuses during the 1960s
funneled energies in the direction of recruiting faculty and
planning facilities. Administrative attention was devoted to
managing expansion rather than methodically evaluating
faculty. The financial plight of the 1970s, the public out-
cries for accountability, and the demands of faculty for a
larger voice in decisions about tenure and promotion, how-
ever, have led institutions to look inward and to establish
comprehensive evaluation procedures and personnel poli-
cies (Centra 1979; Miller 1972, 1974; Prodgers 1980; Seldin
1980, 1984; Whitman and Weiss 1982). The basic issue
raised in discussions of evaluation is whether faculty evalu-
ation serves a formative or summative purpose. In other
words, is it possible for a faculty evaluation plan to assess
and assist at the same time, or must these processes be
separate?

Strong cases have been made that the overriding purpose
for evaluation should be the improvement of instruction
through faculty growth (Cohen 1974; Miller 1974) and that
the only "useful thing [it] can do is to lend direction to the
process of self-evaluation" (Cohen 1974, p. 20).

Some experts maintain that a distinct difference between
the functions of evaluation and development is paramount
(Aubrecht 1984; Seldin 1984), but separating evaluation
(judgment) from development (assistance) proves more dif-
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ficult than might be expected. When faculty and adminis-
trators in one study were asked whether a faculty evalua-
tion scheme can both judge and assist, the responses were
evenly divided: 50 percent responded "yes," and 50 per-
cent responded "no" (Mark 1977). The researcher attrib-
uted the split to the difficulty in separating the two goals on
an operational level.

Such separation of goals may not really be necessary,
however (O'Connell and Smartt 1979). What is requisite is
a conceptual framework on which to base an evaluation
system. Once such a framework is established, questions
of judgment and assistance can be better answered.

The literature on faculty evaluation, however, plentiful
as it is, has paid parsimonious attention to the design and
implementation of a system specifically geared for the eval-
uation of tenured faculty. It thus becomes necessary to
extrapolate from the plethora of pretenure evaluation mod-
els. In and of itself, this requirement should not necessarily
be cast in a negative light, because the basic areas of fac-
ulty responsibility (teaching, research, and public service)
have remained fairly constant over the years. What
changes with time are institutional emphases and individual
interest and demonstrated ability in the three areas. In this
way, then, evaluation is viewed as a continuum from pre-
to post-tenure status, with the assumption that "the funda-
mental approach to faculty evaluation should not change
materially as a function of tenure status; the evaluation of
tenured faculty should represent a continuation of prior
practices" (Chait and Ford 1982, p. 174). What then are
these prior faculty evaluation practices, and should they
be altered when fashioned to the needs of post-tenure
evaluation?

Evaluation Models and Practices
Important conceptual models for faculty evaluation are
found in the works of several evaluation theorists (Case
1971; Centra 1979; Dressel 1976; Edwards 1974; Miller
1972, 1974; Seldin 1980, 1984; Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board 1977). These models are more similar than
dissimilar, offering five principles of evaluation applicable
to faculty assessment both before and after tenure is
awarded and recommended as a basis for a post-tenure
evaluation plan:
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I. The need for a clearly defined purpose
2. The need for multiple sources of input to the evalua-

tion
3. The need to identify areas and criteria to be assessed
4. The need to agree on measurable standards
5. The need for a flexible and individualized evaluation

plan.

The need for a clearly defined purpose
The purpose of evaluation is to provide information that
will assist with a faculty member's development and help
to improve instruction and that will assist in personnel
decisions related to tenure, promotion, retention, and sal-
ary. Writers do not agree, however, whether one purpose
supersedes or excludes the other, some believing that the
developmental animus should be the only basis for evalua-
tion (Case 1971; Dressel 1976; Miller 1972; Moses 1985)
and others syggesting that the litigious nature of personnel
decisions and constraints on time and resources force insti-
tutions to use evaluation in both a formative (improve-
ment) and summative (evaluative) way (Centra 1979; Sel-
din 1980,1984; SREB 1977). Hence, although faculty eval-
uation serves dual purposes, in the long run it aims at
improving instruction.

As institutions consider the possibility of formal post-
tenure evaluation, the need for a clearly defined and articu-
lated purpose cannot be overemphasized. The purpose
must be specific, free of a hidden agenda, educational, and
related directly to the process (Moses 1985). Further, clear
definition of purpose is important because the purpose
determines who evaluates faculty. Presently, a formative
evaluation system seems to hold the most value and prom-
ise to institutions concerned with vitality and renewal.

The need for multipk sources of input
Evaluation theorists unanimously agree that an evaluation
system needs multiple sources of input. Disagreement
arises, however, over the weight each source should carry
in the final decision (Dressel 1976; Miller 1972, 1974; Smith
1976; SREB 1977). This discordance originates from the
contradictory nature of the various sources called upon to
judge faculty competence.
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Research has uncovered advantages and disadvantages
of every evaluation component used but has failed to
identify a consistent and generalizable system that can
be applied to a:' colleges, to all decisions, and to each
evidence. . . . Each component has its strengths, its weak-
nesses, its objectivity, and its biases (Mark 1977, p. 2).

The sources of input generally used in faculty evaluation
plans are administrative evaluation, peer evaluation, stu-
dent evaluation, and self-evaluation.

Administrative evaluation. Administrative ratings correlate
more to peer ratings than to student ratings (Kulik 1974);
high correlation has been reported between administrative
and peer ratings, low correlation between administrative
and student ratings (Greenwood and Ramagli 1980). Tradi-
tionally, administrative appraisal, primarily conducted by
the dean and the department chair, involved classroom
ebser-stion, examination of course materials, or review
af students' and/or peers' ratings. Unfortunately, this
approach often used "informal and unsystematic sources
of information" (Greenwood and Ramagli 1980, p. 679).
Today, administrative evaluation is still a major influence
in evaluation plans, but its importance has been somewhat
diminished by the inclusion of other participants (Mark
197'; Seldin 1984), and administrators, particularly depart-
ment chairs, are seen today as the coordination point or
integrating force for the faculty evaluation system (Bevan
1982; Eble 1982).

EvaluaiSo by colleagues and peers. Although a sensitive
area, evaluation by colleagues and peers finds st.pport on
many campuses and in the literature (Centra 1979; Dressel
1976; Seldin 1980; Whitman and Weiss 1982). Basically,
colleagues play two rolesindividual and collectivein
the process. Peers provide evidence individually to assess
the quality of teaching, research, and scholarship by class-
room visitation, examination of instructional materials, or
completion of a rating instrument. Collectively, they pro-
vide aggregate judgments of performance though peer
departmental committees (Centra 1979; Cohen and
McKeachie 1980; Seldin 1980). For some, the benefit
derived from including colleagues' evaluations in the total
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design lies in a peer's certain ability to appraise some
aspects of effective teaching, scholarship, and research
(Batista 1976; French-Lazovik 1981; Whitman and Weiss
1932); it has been suggested that peers provide the most
effective evaluation of course content (Miller 1972).

The validity and reliability of peer ratings are difficult to
measure, however, because so little research has been con-
ducted in this area (Dressel 1976; Whitman and Weiss
1982). One study suggests that when peer ratings are com-
pared to student ratings, their reliability is low. Not only
are colleagues more generous in ratings than students, but
the correlation among the various colleague ratings is low
(Centra 1975). This low correlation can be altered, how-
ever, if visitations to a classroom are made more fre-
quently (Centra 1979; Seldin 1980). Other research has
reported fairly high correlations between student ratings
and peer ratings (Greenwood and Ramagli 1980; Ku lik
1974). The validity of colleagues' evaluation of teaching
suffers from the same bias that students' evaluations do:
Good ratings do not necessarily equate with good teaching.
Popularity and politics can influence a rating (Whitman and
Weiss 1082).

Although "the evidence . . . based primarily on class-
room observation would in most instances not be reliable
enough to use in making decisions in tenure and promo-
tion" (Centra 1975, p. 327), some essential guidelines for a
peer review system incorporate classroom observation:

1. Colleague observation is a component, and only a
component, in the system of teacher evaluation. Its
aim must be clearly defined and understood by stu-
dents, faculty, and administrators.

2. Faculty resistance is a fact of campus life and can
best be met by disarming and/or sympathetic under-
..h..nding at open forums.

3. There is no substitute for goodwill, mutual trust,
respect, and support, and both the institution and
faculty must strive for these ends if classroom obser-
vation is to be successful.

4. The primary purpose of colleague evaluation is the
improvement of teaching and learning.

S. If the information is carefully gathered, promptly
reported, and judiciotitly interpreted, colleague eval-
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uation based in part on classroom observation is
capable of solid judgments on merit increases, pro-
motion, and tenure.

6. Avoid burdening classroom visitation with bureau-
cratic complexity. Keep the system simple, clear,
acceptable to the observing colleague and the teacher
he is observing. Train the colleague in what and how
to observe. Explain the results to the teacher and use
them judiciously (Seldin 1980, pp. 74-75).

Most authorities agree that evaluations by colleagues
should be but one component in the overall process of
evaluation (Centra 1979; Dressel 1976; Seldin 1980, 1984;
Smith 1976); a formative post-tenure evaluation scheme,
by its very nature, depends on input from colleagues.

Evaluations by students. Probably no evaluation issue has
received more attention over the years than the issue of
student ratings. Are they reliable, valid, stable, and useful
in evaluating faculty competence? While conflicting pieces
of research exist, most evaluation specialists now recog-
nize the ability of students to judge fairly. Consequently,
inclusion of student ratings is one of the most widely used
components in evaluation systems (Benton 1982; Centra
1979; Cohen and McKeachie 1980; Kronk and Shipka 1980;
Miller 1974; Seldin 1980).

The data generated from these ratings are used in several
ways: (1) to assist institutions in rendering judgments
regarding tenure or promotion and continued employment;
(2) to help to stimulate the improvement of instruction by
providing information that instructors can use to improve
teaching and learning; (3) tc help students choose courses
and instructors (Benton 1902; Cents 1979; Gillmore 1983-
84; Miller 1974).

Despite the tact that nearly half of all institutions of
higher education use student ratings, faculty and adminis-
trators still continue to express much skepticism rewarding
their suitability. The basis for this skepticism is the belief
that it is impossible to define effective teaching and difficult
to identify a criterion against which student ratings can be
compared. Some also object to the impersonal procedures
used in gathering students' rating data (Menges 1979) and
to the fact that many of the rating instruments used have
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been developed by people not qualified to construct such
instruments (Costin, Greenough, and Menges 1971).

Literally hundreds of student assessment instruments are
reported in the literature. With so many forms in existence,
standardization of criteria is far from possible, but some
similarities are beginning to emerge. The importance of
understanding the issues related to evaluation by students
should not be underplayed in a discussion of periodic
review of tenured faculty, especially if such evaluations are
used directly in making employment decisions. "If student
ratings are to qualify as evidence in support of faculty em-
ployment decisions, questions concerning their reliability
and validity must be addressed" (Gillmore 1983-84, p. 561).

What should students be asked?

Some writers assert that students should comment only
on those aspects of teaching that they can legitimately
assess (Marquis, Lane, and Dorfman 1979; Menges 1979):
(1) classroom events (pace of presentation, the instructor's
availability to students outside of class, the use of exam-
ples, the requirement to apply knowledge learned); (2) indi-
vidual progress (the individual's perceptions of progress in
meeting course objectives); and (3) the student's satisfac-
tion (willingness to take another course from the instruc-
tor, willingness to recommend the instructor to a friend,
value of the course) (Menges 1979, p. 361). In one review
of evaluation studies, students identified those characteris-
tics that they felt were indicators of good teaching (Feld-
man 1976). The items reported most consistently were the
instructor's ability to stimulate interest and the instructor's
clarity of presentation. Other characteristics reported often
were the instructor's knowledge of the subject matter,
preparation for class, enthusiasm for teaching, and interac-
tion with students (pp. 263-64).

What form should the questions take?

Although the most popular format for obtaining feedback
from students is the prepared questionnaire, it may not
necessarily be the most efficient or helpful strategy, partic-
ularly if a candid and thoughtful diagnosis of a teacher's
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strengths and weaknesses is sought. Other modes might be
more useful:

1. Group interview of students by an instructor or a
third party to discuss students' opinions about the
instructor and the course

2. Students' narration of thoughts while completing a
prepared questionnaire

3. Students' writte., comments to an open-ended list of
questions

4. Training students to observe and record classroom
events as a basis for discussion with the instructor

5. A meeting of an advisory group with the instructor
after soliciting students' reactions to courses (Menges
1979, pp. 362-63).

How valid are ratings by students?

The literature is replete with research studies that
attempt to examine the validity of student ratings by using
a construct validation approach in which student ratings
are related to another measure that is assumed to indicate
effective teaching. This measure might be student achieve-
ment, faculty self-evaluation, peer ratings, administrative
ratings, or retrospective ratings by alumni (Marsh and
Overall 1980).

A recent meta-analysis of student ratings and student
achievement, for example, concluded that an average cor-
relation exists between high student ratings and high stu-
dent achievement; that is, the instructors who received the
highest ratings were those whose students achieved the
most (Cohen 1981, p. 296). Another study (Marsh and
Overall 1980), which used a cognitive criterion (standard
exam performance) and an affective criterion (self-reported
measure of students' ability to apply course materials) to
measure the validity of ratings, however, showed that stu-
dents' learning, as assessed by a final examination, was not
highly correlated with the instructor's overall rating or the
overall course rating but that the affective criterion was
highly correlated with the overall course rating.

A review of published validity studies paints an even
more pessimistic picture (Dowell and Neal 1982). The anal-
ysis shows that the literature yields "unimpressive" esti-
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mates of the validity of student ratings, suggesting that the
validity is modest at best and quite variable, depending on
students' characteristics.

While researchers do not agree about the validity of rat-
ings by students, they do agree that "confusion in the liter-
ature does not justify abolition of ratings" (Dowell and
Neal 1982, p. 61) and that ratings are useful but should not
be the only criterion used (Cohen 1983).

A modest relationship seems to exist between students'
evaluations of individual faculty and those same faculty
members' self-evaluations (Centra 1972; Seldin 1982). A
recent study, for example, showed good agreement
between students and instructors as to what constitutes
effective teaching: (1) learning/value, (2) enthusiasm, (3)
organization, (4) group interaction, (5) individual rapport,
(6) breadth of coverage, (7) exams/grading, (8) assign-
ments, (9) workload/difficulty (Marsh 1982). Centra (1972)
recommended that "as an aid to instructional improve-
ment, teacher self ratings . . . be used in conjunction with
student feedback as a means of highlighting discrepancies
for the individual instructor" (p. 50).

On the other hand, the accord between peer ratings and
student ratings is uneven, and

. . . colleague ratings of teaching effectiveness based
primarily on classroom observation would in most
instances not be reliable enough to use in making deci-
sions on tenure and promotion (Central 1975, p. 327).

How reliable are ratings by students?

Less attention has been given to studies of reliability
than to validity, but generally the reliability of student rat-
ings is positive, especially when class sizes are reasonable
(Greenwood and Ramagli 1980, p. 673). A study of the cor-
relation between students' end-of-term ratings and follow-
up ratings (one year after graduation) found a high correla-
tion between them and concluded that stability is not
altered by emotional distance or a different situation
(Marsh and Overall 1980). In any event, when ratings by
students are used in employment decisions, ratings from a
sample of courses taught by the instructor, preferably from

When ratings
by students are
used in
employment
decisions,
ratings from a
sample of
courses taught
by the
instructor . . .
should be used
to increase
reliability.
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five to ten classes, should be used to increase reliability
(Gillmore 1983-84, p. 563).

How useful are student ratings?

Some agreement is evident among faculty that student
ratings can be useful as a source of feedback, but far less
agreement is evident about whether this feedback does in-
deed lead to improved instruction. The usefulness and value
of such ratings in personnel decision making is not clear.

The "use to be made of the results dictates their form"
(Menges 1979, p. 363). In other words, if their main intent
is for decisions about tenure, promotion, or salary, the
information must be painstakingly accurate to avert a law-
suit and should include norms for comparisons. On the
other hand, if the ratings are to improve instruction, the
data should be channeled directly to the faculty member
and might include data collection over the course of the
term rather than all at once.

The results of an investigation of faculty members' per-
ceptions of the usefulness of objective questionnaires,
open -called questions, and group interviews indicated that
faculty unanimously regarded the information gathered by
the three methods to be most useful, accurate, and credible
when used for self-improvement (Ory and Braskamp 1981).
Faculty also generally wanted more than one type of feed-
back and rated the information garnered from a group
interview as the most comprehensive and written com-
ments the least comprehensive (p. 277).

Can feedback from students positively change instruc-
tional practices (f approached properly?

Centra (1972), in his pioneer research of this same ques-
tion, found that changes could be effected only for teachers
who had unrealistically high opinions of their teaching
effectiveness as compared to the students' opinions.
Teachers who viewed themselves as average or poor did
not change. It should be noted, though, that the teachers in
Centra's study were not provided with any outside interpre-
tation of results or supervisory assistance related to strat-
egies to make corresponding changes or improvements.
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Another study to determine the value of students' feed-
back to college instructors showed that the feedback did
not seem to have any significant effects on the instructor's
performance (Rotem 1978) but that:

To be effective, feedback must contain diagnostic infor-
mation that helps the teacher know not only whether or
not his performance is considered satisfactory, but also
the particular areas in which he has to improve (p. 317).

The heartening message to supervisors was that "educa-
tional consulting services might have to become an integral
part of evaluation aimed at improved teaching" (p. 317).

A meta-analysis of the findings from 22 separate research
studies dealing with the effect of student ratings on improv-
ing instruction found that feedback from student ratings
can make a "modest but significant contribution to the
improvement of college teaching" (Cohen 1980, p. 336), if
feedback is augmented. In any event, the research related
to student ratings suggests that they are useful but should
not be the only component used in evaluating faculty.
Alternative strategies to a prepared rating form may have
some appeal and merit when used in post-tenure evalua-
tion. Consultation in connection with the student feedback
is important in post-tenure tvaluation because improved
instruction is presumably an important aspect and out-
growth of faculty evaluation.

Self-evaloadon. Self-evaluation encourages a faculty mem-
ber to examine his or her own performance and to note
strengths and weaknesses. Although this technique is not
presently practiced extensively in higher education (Mark
1977), increasing support for its use and recognition of its
value can be found in the literature (Burson 1982; Cohen
1974; Dressel 1976; Miller 1974; Seldin 1980; Whitman and
Weiss 1982).

Faculty tend to rate themselves higher than students,
peers, and administrators rate them (Blackburn and Clark
1975; Greenwood and Ramagli 1980), leading those in the
field to recommend that self-evaluation be combined with
other types of ratings to enhance its usefulness.

Another concern leveled against szlf-evaluation is that it
suffers from its singular nature. Peer and student evalua-
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tions tend to be composite ratings; therefore, inordinately
high and low ratings tend to offset one another (Smith
1976). Studies indicate that self-evaluation is not particu-
larly useful in decisions about tenure, promotion, or salary
but can be very helpful in development (Centra 1979).
Institutions interested in a developmental mode for post-
tenure evaluation should consider the value and perhaps
the necessity of including self-evaluation.

In sum, the use of multiple data sources to provide accu-
mulated evidence of performance seems wise, because the
present research base does not indicate that any measure
used alone is sufficiently valid, particularly for summative
post-tenure evaluations. Further, in the development of a
post-tenure evaluation plan, institutions must decide who
conducts the evaluation. Review by a panel or committee
of peers should play prominently in the evaluation,
although the department chair and/or dean continue to be
crucial to the success of the total evaluation process (Ben-
nett and Chater 1984; Moses 1985).

The need to ideate areas and criteria to be assessed
While observers generally agree that the three broad areas
of teaching, research, and service make up the traditional
three-legged academic stool upon which evaluation is
based, the amount of emphasis each area receives is not
constant and depends on institutional mission and priority
(Eble 1982). The question of emphasis is especially salient
to the design of post-tenure evaluations; evaluation sys-
tems should measure and emphasize those areas that in
reality an institution values and rewards.

Table 3 (p. 52-53) displays the criteria institutions. used in
pretenure evaluation as reported in the literature from 1966 to
1984. Where possible, the rank order of the criteria from
these research studies are presented to indicate importance
or frequency of inclusion in evaluation plans. Table 3 also
includes available research on criteria used in post-tenure
evaluations. The rank order of these results is also listed.

Bolden's results, when compared to the results of the
research studies of Astin and Lee (1967), Centra (1976,
1979), Gustad (1961), Seldin (1980,1984), and the Southern
Regional Education Board (1977), demonstrate uo great
differences among the major reported criteria used in pre-
tenure evaluation and those recommended for post-tenure
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tenure evaluation and those recommended for post-tenure
evaluation. In all studies, classroom teaching/teaching
effectiveness consistently ranks as the area most fre-
quently included in evaluations. Seven of the ten criteria
chosen most frequently for inclusion in post-tenure evalua-
tions from Bolden's study were also most frequently men-
tioned in six of the pretenure evaluation studies found in
table 3: classroom teaching, research, service on a depart-
mental committee, service on an institutional committee,
academic advising, general service, and publications.
Availability to students, cooperation, and students' rating
appeared only in Bolden's study.

Licata's study (1984) focused on those criteria presently
used in community college post-tenure evaluation plans.
The results are in concert with the earlier pretenure studies
noted in table 3 and with studies by Mark (1977) and the
Southern Regional Education Board (1977) that showed
that the major criteria favored in New York and in south-
ern community colleges revolve around instruction,
instruction-related activities, and student advisement.
Those criteria noted most frenuently in Licata's study
include classroom teaching, attendance and reliability,
innovation in teaching methods and materials, service on
departmental committees, and course or curriculum devel-
opment. It is clear from table 3 that Licata's study supports
the importance of classroom instruction and instruction-
related activities (innovation in teaching methods, course
and curriculum development work) but does not evidence
strong support for student advising. Likewise, because of
the historical institutional mission of the community col-
lege as primarily a teaching institution, one would expect
that research, publication, consultation, and other activ-
ities associated with four-year and graduate degree
granting institutions would not receive prominent attention
in a community college evaluation scheme. What is notable
in the Licata study, however, is that administrators chose
the same five criteria as faculty as the most influential in
the post-tenure evaluation plan. Furthermore, when faculty
and administrators were asked what criteria they preferred
to be the most influential, the responses were unchanged
and identical to those indicated as presently the most influ-
ential. Moreover, faculty and administrators generally dis-
agree with the statement that "the criteria used to evaluate

What is
notable , . .
is that
administrators
chose the
same five
criteria as
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TABLE 3

FACULTY EVALUATION CRITERIA IN PRETENURE AND POST-TENURE EVALUATION STUDIES*

Preform* Evaluation Studies

AAUP/AAC Astir Centro Dread Gusted Miller Seldin Se ldln SERB

Lee 1976'
Criteria 1973 1967' 1979 1976 1961* 1974 1980' 1984* 1977'

Classroom teaching/
effectiveness

Availability to students
x 1 1 x 1 x

x
1 1 1

Research x 4 4 x 5 x 6 5 5
Service on departmental
committee x 8 6 x 7 x 3 3

Service on institutional
committee x 8 6 x 7 x 3 3 3

Academic advising
Cooperation
Student rating

x
x

7 7

x

4 x
x

2 2 2

General service 10 11 x 10 x 8
Publication x 6 3,5 x 6 x 8 6 6
Membership in professional

organizations 19 9 x 8 x 7 7 6
Support of departmental

policy
Supervision of graduate

study 5 8 x 11 x 10 10
Service to community x 10 11 x 10 x 9 9 8
Personal attributes x 2 10 3 x 5 8 4

Elected office in
organizations

65

Post-tenure
Evaluation Studies

Bolden Limas

1979* 1984'
Al F2

1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1 1

9 6
18 18

4 4

11 10

10 11

17 15

13 13

12 12
7 7



TABLE 3 continued

Length of service in rank 3 9 x 4 4 17
Consultation 13 12 12 12 11 14 14
Competing job offers 11 13 13 13 13 19 19
Professional qualifications 2
Supervision of honors 12 14 11 11
Other 2
Attendance and reliability 2 2
Innovation in teaching
methods/materials 3 3

Course or curriculum
development 5 5

Accumulation of graduate
credits 6 8

Working toward doctorate 8 9
Teaching community

service or office campus
courses 15 16

Personal lifestyle 16 17

Rank order 'if criteria noted if available from study.
x Included in faculty evaluation system, no rank order available.
Al Administrative response.
F2 Faculty response.

Astir and Lee (1967): 484 institutions, including colleges and universities of varying sizes.
Centro (1976, 1979): 134 institutions, including research universities, doctoralinnting universities, and comprehensive universities.
Gustad (1961): 584 institutions, including four-year liberal arts colleges, private universities, public universities, state colleges, and junior col-
Inn.
Seldin (1980): 680 institutions, all four-year liberal arts colleges. Deans responded to survey.
Seldfn (1984): 616 institutions, all four-year liberal arts colleges. Deans responded to survey.
SRF2 (1977): 536 institutions in 14 southern states. All four- and two-year institutions included. Presidents responded to survey.
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tenured faculty should differ from criteria used to evaluate
nontenured faculty."

Some interesting patterns have emerged over the past 10
years in the factors used to evaluate faculty in liberal arts
colleges (Seldin 1984). While teaching performance has
remained constant as the most important consideration in
evaluation, publication, research, public service, and activ-
ity in professional societies have become increasingly
important. These activities bring visibility to the campus
and help to garner funding from outside sources. Con-
versely, factors such as personal attributes, length of ser-
vice in rank, and competing job offers tend to receive less
emphasis today, probably because they tend to be less job
specific. Curiously, student advisement seems to be wan-
ing in importance in public institutions, when numbers of
students continue to grow, but is still considered important
on private campuses, where attracting and keeping stu-
dents is integral to continued existence (Seldin 1984).

In general, the spectrum of faculty activities that are
included in faculty evaluations has expanded over the
years. One explanation for this apparent expanse is an
attempt by institutions to become more systematic and
more interested in the reliability and scope of information
collected (Seldin 1984).

From the limited research base available, the criteria
used in pretenure faculty evaluation seem to carry over to
post-tenure evaluation. Nevertheless, each institution
needs to determine the amount of emphasis each is given.

The need to agree on measurable standards
Consensus about what areas or criteria should be included
in an evaluation plan is only one part of the evaluation
triad. What constitutes quality in each of the areas and
who is qualified to judge such quality must also be agreed
upon (Centra 1979; Miller 1972, 1974; Seldin 1980, 1984;
SREB 1977).

After studying faculty evaluation processes in 536 post-
secondary institutions in 14 southern states, the Southern
Regional Education Board concluded that "standards may
be the most difficult element to develop and put into effect
at the institutional level since many institutions seem
accustomed to stating standards broadly" (1977, p. 421).
The SREB recommended that if standards for each area,
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function, or criterion cannot be agreed upon, then the
appropriateness of including the area, function, or criterion
in the education plan should be seriously questioned
(SREB 1977).

The tendency today is to categorize the standards as-
signed to performance into two broad headings: criterion-
referenced standards and norm-referenced standards.
Criterion-referenced standards imply that the faculty mem-
ber's performance is gauged against preestablished mea-
sures, resulting in the assignment of a qualitative or quanti-
tative descriptor. While most institutions tend to use
criterion-based measures, care is needed in explaining what
the chosen descriptors mean (Miller 1972; SREB 1977).

Norm-referenced standards, on the other hand, mean
that a faculty member's performance is compared to that of
a norm group, generally one's peers. Institutions generally
use this approach when constraints dictate that only a
preestablished perrettr2e of a cohort can receive a promo-
tion, merit increase, or tenure status.

Both of these measures are aimed at formulating qualita-
tive judgments regarding faculty performance. But what
constitutes such quality in teaching, researchischolarohip,
and service? If post-tenure evaluation is to serve a devel-
opmental aim, then the question of what constitutes quality
must be answered.

Quality of teaching. More is written today about du.
sources of information used in assessing overall teaching
performance than about the standards used by those
sources of input to assess teaching performance (Astin and
Lee 1967; Central 1979; Mark 1977; Miller 1972, 1974; Sel-
din 1980, 1984; SREB 1977).

Regardless of the sources of information used, the
underlying question of how one defines effective teaching
remains at the heart of the issue. Over the years, this topic
has provoked infinite hours of academic sparring, and the
sparring is certain to continue. Some suggest that student
achievement is the only criterion that should measure
teaching effectiveness (Cohen and Brawer 1969; Rose
1976; Seldin 1980), but ,,thers suggest that teaching can be
divided into a series of discrete activities to be measured
and evaluated best by different constituency groups (Con-
tra 1979; Miller 1972; Seldia 1980).
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A three-dimensional approach to measuring teaching
effectiveness has been suggested that involves evaluation
of content expertise, institutional delivery skills, and
instructional design skills ( Aleomoni 1984). Content exper-
tise translates into currency-in-discipline and a knowledge
of subject matter, probably best judged by peers or the
department chair. Instructional delivery skills refers to
those characteristics of an instructor that promote learning
and classroom interaction. Present students and former
students can best appraise this dimension, and classroom
visits by peers or department chair also address the ques-
tion. Last, instructional design skill, include the processes
of developing course objectives, .ievelopment of methods
and materials to facilitate instruction, and development of
the evaluation strategies necessary to measure changes in
learning. Examinations by peers, the department chair, or
the administration of syllabi and examinations lend them-
selves to judging this aspect (Aleomoni 1984).

The descriptors used in any form of teaching evaluation
generally tend to be either very precise, as manifested by
numerical ratings or measured changes in students' learn-
ing, or nonquantifiable, as indicated by subjective descrip-
tions. Some research studies suggest that little agreement
exists among college professors on how to objectively mea-
sure teaching effectiveness and that the standards used are
either undefined or are defraed in very subjective terms
(Moomaw 1977b; Schulman and Trudeil 1972). Thus,
attempts have been made to deal with the issue of subjec-
tivity by identifying nonsubjective criteria. Suggestions
from one study advise institutions to a: the following
teaching criteria ;ability to relate tc students, ability to
arouse interest, friendliness, empa'hy, and knowledge of
subje,st instter (Schulman and Trudell 1972)and another
recommended the following eight broad groups to be used
in evaluating teachers"skill of instructor, student-
teacher interaction, course organization and content, feed-
back to students, course difficulty/workload, motivation,
importance of course, and attitude of instructor" (Benton
1982, p. 34).

It is incumbent upon institutions to decide what factors
related to teaching should be evaluated and against what
standards (Centre 1979; Miller 1972, 1974; SREB 1977;
Whitman and Weiss 1982). One post-tenure evaluation
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study concluded that criteria used in post-tenure evaluation
need to be more specific and objective, helping to reduce
the subjectivity of the process (Licata 1984).

Quality of research and scholarship. The same issue of qual-
ity and how to measure it applies to faculty scholarship and
research. It is understood that institutional affiliation and
mission greatly affect the emphasis given to research in the
evaluation process. We know, for example, that private
liberal arts colleges stress research less than public liberal
arts colleges (Seldin 1980, 1984) and that community col-
leges rarely stress it at all (Cohen and Brewer 1982; Licata
1984).

In the early days of faculty evaluation in most types of
institutions, the faculty meniler's resume was the major
mechanism used to measure quality of research (Gustad
1961). Later, the measures used in research universities,
doctoral-granting universities, and comprehensive universi-
ties and colleges included the number of articles published
in quality journals, the number of sole- or rmior-authored
books, and the quality of scholarly research and publica-
tions as judged by peers at the institution (Centra 1979). In
liberal arts colleges recently, the trend is to consider with
more freq. 'icy many types of information related to
research and scholarship (Seldin 1984). While major
emphasis continues to be on the number of sole- or senior-
authored or edited books and articles in quality journal-a,
monographs, chapters in books, publication in all profes-
sional journals, and papers presented at professional meet-
ings are emphasized increasingly. In addition, while peers
and the department chair are most frequently the judges of
quality, honors or awards from the profession are also
gaining in acceptance.

Quality of service. Very little is written about the assess-
ment of service. Many institutions rely only on a listing of
committee work, with scant measurement of the quality
and dedication of the faculty member to the committee or
other institutional assignments. Some guidelines may be
useful to institutions hoping to better assess this area,
including peers' assessment of how the faculty member
accepts various service assignments, the quality of his con-
tributions and work with committees, the effectiveness of a
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committee chair in conducting the meetings and keeping on
target, the quality of the faculty member's relations with
departmental colleagues, and evidence of a cooperative
attitude toward department and institution (Seldin 1980).

Arriving at institutional consensus is essential in the con-
sideration of which criteria should be included in a post-
tenure evaluation, how each is measured, and by what stan-
dards, and that consensus can best be accomplished by
faculty and administrative teamwork. Institutions wishing
to modify their measures of quality as applied to teaching,
research and scholarship, and service may find the rating
forms and checklists developed by other institutions and
researchers helpful (see, for example, Braskamp et al.
1983; Centra 1979; Miller 1972, 1974; Seldin 1980; SREB
1977; Whitman and Weiss 1982). Appendix B contains a
sampling of sources for such rating instruments.

What must be kept in the forefront is the apparent ten-
dency of the courts not to focus on the appropriateness of
evaluation criteria but rather on the fairness of application
Thus, "the need for fair and reasonable procedures
remains the responsibility of academic units" (Gillmore
1983-84, p. 576). Yet nowhere does the literature critically
pursue these questions: What should be the expected stan-
dards of performance for tenured faculty? Are they the
same as for receipt of tenure? Are they more or less? Some
observers have expressed the perception that performance
standards used in deliberations about promotion and tenure
are in the process of escalation. In the Project on Realloca-
tion pre iiously mentioned, for example, approximately 68
percent of the respondents perceived that between 1977
and 1982, tenure was more difficult to acquire, and 61 per-
cent assigned this trend to more stringent application of
existing criteria or the formulation of new, stricter criteria
(Bagshaw 1985, p. 17). About two-thirds of the faculty sur-
veyed in another study reported that they perceived tenure
to be harder to gain now than it was five years ago (Carne-
gie Foundation 1985).

"The concept of rising standards is difficult to define
with precision because of the vagueness of academic hiring
and promotion criteria" (Lee 1985, p. 357). Regardless of
what interpretation is given to rising standards, however,
"it is clear that many colleges and universities are requir-
ing faculty seeking tenure or promotion, or candidates for
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faculty positions, tv perform, in both qualitative and quan-
titative terms, at a level [that] had not been required of
individuals promoted or tenured a decade earlier" (p. 358).

If this statement is true, does a performance gap exist
between recently tenured faculty and those tenured a
decade ago? Because both pretenure and post-tenure per-
formance criteria must be developed within the context of
the individual institution, the question of what the
expected performance standards for tenured faculty should
be must also be negotiated in light of the campus climate
and institutional mission. If a gap exists because of rising
standards, a formative post-tenure evaluation process may
help narrow the chasm by providing reinforcement and
remediation to those faculty whose performance is deemed
substandard.

The need for a flexible and individualized evaluation plan
Of equal importance to establishment of criteria, however,
is the need for some degree of individualization in the
choice of those criteria. Institutions that are mindful of
individual faculty interests and needs as well as institu-
tional priorities benefit from a post-tenure evaluation plan
that can mesh commonly held evaluative criteria with indi-
vidual faculty interests and abilities. How might this syn-
chronization be accomplished? Three strategies appear
necessary if equilibrium is to be achieved: (1) an institu-
tional awareness and unders:Anding of adult development
theory and faculty career development theory; (2) an insti-
tutional commitment to link evaluation with faculty devel-
opment; and (3) an institutional willingness to explore
novel approaches, such as growth contracts, to accomplish
this link between evaluation and development.

Theories of adult and career development. Theories of adult
development have received mounting attention over the
past decade because of their potential usefulness in human
resource planning and development (Erikson 1978; Gould
1978; Levinson 1978; Sheehy 1976). The underlying mes-
sage in each adult development model is that human beings
continue to grow and develop during the adult years and
that that growth is characterized by movement in and out
of stages that are fraught with challenges and crises, transi-
tion and stability (Brookes and German 1983, p. 14).
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The implications of these adult development theories
have been considered and applied to various adult career
stages. As a result, an expanding body of knowledge com-
monly referred to as career development theory tells us
that one's career life is not static but takes on an evolving
nature (Baldwin and Blackburn 1981). So too are academic
careers characterized by v*1rious transitional stages: peri-
ods of high motivation, growth, doubt, decreasing competi-
tiveness, and changing professional priorities and interests
(see, for example, Baldwin 1979; Baldwin and Blackburn
1981; Braskamp, Fowler, and Ory 1984; Furniss 1981;
Hodgkinson 1974). And "the policies and practices of col-
leges and universities must be flexible enough to accommo-
date the different vocational situations of professors at suc-
cessive career stages" (Baldwin 1979, p. 18). A further
complication is that although faculty desire autonomy and
opportunities for diversity and complexity, they suffer
under pressures of time and an inability to take risks
(McKeachie 1933, pp. 64-65).

How to capitalize on this burgeoning research base of
faculty/career development theory is of keen interest to
practitioners in the field, particularly those entrusted with
institutional planning and evaluation. Recognition that
diversity exists among faculty is but the first step.
Attempts to relate such diversity to a career development
model that benefits the individual and institution must be
based on an organizational willingness to:

. . . pay greater attention to the characteristics and
concerns of each phase of the academic career
. . . maintain the flexibility necessary to encourage
professional growth
. . . treat every individual as a unique individual
(Baldwin and Blackburn 1981, p. 608).

Based on this approach, it may not be advisable or effica-
cious for institutions to standardize evaluation criteria.

Faculty development as an outgrowth of evaluation. If, in
fact, an institution's post-tenure evaluation plan should be
changed to better accommodate faculty members' interests
and department/division goals, one way to stimulate insti-
tutional resiliency and faculty vitality is through effective
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faculty development programs that promote an organiza-
tional environment in which faculty have ample opportuni-
ties to grow, retool, change careers, and increase job satis-
faction. Formative post-tenure evaluation can serve as the
link to such faculty development efforts.

Post-tenure review should have a direct link to faculty
development and should not operate in isolation from fac-
ulty development practices (Bolden 1979). Certain obsta-
cles can obstruct the tie between faculty evaluation and
faculty development, however: the apathy of administra-
tors, the resistance of faculty, excessive expenditures of
time and money, lack of the faculty's involvement in the
design of the evaluation scheme, and lack of consistent
feedback to the faculty (Arreola 1983; Miller 1974;
Moomaw 1977a).

The coupling of evaluation with development is not a
novel concept. When it works effectively, the cycle is one
in which "evaluation data will reveal areas in need of
improvement; improvement of these areas will yield better
instruction; better instruction will stimulate improved stu-
dent learning" (Prodgers 1980). Apart from improvement,
however, tenured faculty have other personal and profes-
sional needs that post-tenure evaluation, in tandem with
faculty development, should address. Institutions must
provide "systematic attention to refreshing . . . existing
faculty" (Smith 1978, p. 15) and, "to maintain vitality
among professors, . . . must offer new opportunities for
growth and renewal" (Baldwin 1982, p. 1). "Individual
development may be primary to, or of equal importance
with, institutional goals. . . . That is, unless faculty get in
touch with themselves they will not relate effectively to
students" (Martin 1975, p. 195).3 Thus, faculty develop-
ment becomes:

. . . an institutional process (that] seeks to modify the
attitudes, skills, and behavior of faculty members toward
greater competence and effectiveness in meeting student

3. See also Bergquist and Phillips 1975; Brookes and German 1983; Gaff
and Justice 1978; Gross 1977; Hammon 1983; Kanter 1979; Martin 1975;
Neff 1976; Nelsen and Siegel 1980; Novotny 1981; Seldin 1981; Smith
1976, 1983; and Wergin, Mason, and Munson 1976 for more information
about faculty development activities.
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needs, their own needs, and the needs of the institution
(Francis 1973, p. 72).

Generally, three broad categories of activities constitute
what has come to be classified as faculty development.
First are those activities whose purpose is instructional im-
provementinstructional evaluation, diagnosis with video-
tape, microteaching, or workshops on curriculum develop-
ment and the like. Second are activities like team building
and management development that purport to improve the
organizational climate. Third are personal development
activities through which faculty growth is fosteredcoun-
seling, career planning workshops, and training in interper-
sonal skills (Bergquist and Phillips 1975).

In the past, most institutions emphasized the first cate-
gory of activitiesthose designed to improve teaching
(Gaff and Justice 1978; Seldin 1981). A recent study, how-
ever, indicates that many institutions are now broadening
this emphasis to include faculty members' personal lives
(McMillen 1985).

Although one survey of faculty development practices in
colleges and universities in the United States showed that
60 percent of the institutions responding had a program or
set of practices on their campuses, the findings also
showed "poor participation [in these activities) among fac-
ulty needing improvement" (Centra 1976, p. 60).

How to involve faculty in such activities, short of coer-
cion, is a nagging concern. One possible answer is to weave
faculty development activities into the evaluation of the
faculty (Centre 1976). And growth contracts are a possible
means of achieving that task (Centre 1976; Smith 1976).

Growth contracts. Similar in many respects to management
by objectives, the concept embodied in growth contracts
has as its core the belief that individual goals and institu-
tional goals can be aligned so as to promote faculty growth
and institutional accomplishment (Pfnister et al. 1979). In
operation, this concept transforms into a process whereby
an individual faculty member and the dean or department
chair establish a plan of work (including professional devel-
opment activities and goals as appropriate), methods of
accomplishing work goals, the criteria against which the
faculty member will be evaluated, the timeline for accom-



plishing the goals, and needed institutional resources
(Baldwin 1982; Centre 1976; Eble 1973; Seldin 1977).4 The
system has several advantages: the faculty member's
advance knowledge of how he or she will be evaluated and
the ability to supply input to the process, a faculty plan of
work that includes assignments revolving around the fac-
ulty member's strengths and development activities
designed to help any deficiencies, and the assurance that
feedback will occur to develop the subsequent individual
growth contract ( Seldin 1980, p. 7).

Whether growth contracts are viable for all types of
institutions is not clear at this time. Their use at the com-
munity college level is increasing (Centra 1976), but more
"objection than support" is apparent at research-oriented
universities (Pfnister et al. 1979, p. 38). The reason for
such objection me/ be based in part on some institutions'
rejection of their incompatibility with the five assumptions
necessary for implementing a growth contract:

1. Individual members of a department have different
talents, expertise, and potential for contributing to
the effectiveness of a department and to the college
or university as a whole. . . .

2. The effectiveness of the department (institutional
unit) can be maintained (enhanced/improved) if the
talents of individual members can be emphasized and
diversity of assignments maintained. . . .

3. In a period of limited and often decreasing fiscal
resources, under the threat of retrenchment, depart-
ments can more effectively meet me challenge of
more systematic planning for college and institutional
needs. . . .

4. The reward system within the department /institution
can be adjusted to take into account differential
assignments, and such an adjustment should be
made. . . .

4. Institutions that have used growth contracts include Gordon College
(Massachusetts), Coe College (Iowa), New College of the University of
Alabama, College of the Mainland (Texas), Wharton County Junior Col-
lege (Texas), Ottawa University (Kansas), Las Medaras College (Califor-
nia), Medical College of Virginia, Columbus College (Georgia), and Aus-
tin College (Texas) (Smith 1976).
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5. The faculty growth contract can be applied to all dis-
ciplines and all academic units . . (Pfnister et al.
1979, pp. 33-38).

Growth contracts may be a useful and beneficial strategy
for implementing the outcomes of post-tenure evaluation in
institutions that can accept these assumptions and are com-
mitted "to experiment, invest resources, accept criticism,
and risk failure in order to stimulate genuine professional
development" (Baldwin and Blackburn 1981, p. 608).

Guiding Principles for Administrative Procedures
In addition to the commonly held and respected principles
of evaluation that may be helpful to institutions involved in
the investigation, development, modification, or revision of
a post-tenure evaluation system, certain procedural princi-
ples must also be considered.

Involvement by the faculty and commitment
by the administration
Faculty support and involvement are needed from the out-
set if the plan is to be successful. Equally important is an
institutional commitment of resources to the evaluation
process and to its accompanying faculty development pro-
gram. If resources are not available in the form of opportu-
nities for faculty development and faculty rewards, one
should seriously question whether engaging in post-tenure
evaluation is valuable or worthwhile (Licata 1984).

Other guidelines apply specifically to the post-tenure
review process:

Use faculty peers, not administrators, to evaluate.
(Ejnsure that the review panel is not [comprised] of
the same persons who review professors for tenure
and promotion.
Conduct the reviews every three to five years, but cer-
tainly not annually.
Rely on multiple sources of information, especially in
regard to teaching, including evaluation by peers, stu-
dents, and alumni.
Offer the faculty member responsibility for collecting
the information to be included in a file for evaluation.
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Base evaluation only on the contents of the file (Heller
1985a, p. 29).

Institutional consensus on the qftennath
of a substandard post-tenure review
What options does an institution have when all efforts
either a growth contract or other developmental strate-
giesdo not result in identified improvement? What
actions can an institution take when a faculty member
refuses to act upon the recommendations emanating from
the evaluation?

Institutions must grapple with and resolve to some
extent these two gnawing issues before forging down the
post-tenure evaluation road. Unfortunately, the literature
almost totally ignores treatment of such issues.

In institutions where post-tenure review is adopted for
the purpose of reaffirming or reevaluating the original
award of tenure, the dilemma becomes also one of combat-
ing possible censure by the AAUP, avoiding an outcry
from the faculty, and ultimately constructing a case of dis-
missal for cause that can be upheld in the courtsno easy
task for even the best of institutions. Most supporters of
post-tenure evaluation do not endorse a summative direc-
tion, however, because it tends to disenfranchise the ten-
ure doctrine. Instead, what receives sanction is a formative
process that peacefully coexists with tenure. At issue,
though, is the question of whether peaceful coexistence
can endure if no action or progress results. Under such a
circumstance, what actions should follow from the institu-
tion? Apart from disallowing merit awards or pay
increases, refusing to approve sabbaticals, and denying
promotions, the only other practice that warrants some
attention is encouraging or counseling faculty into early
retirement or a career change (Bagshaw 1985; Patton 1983).
An estimated 200-plus institutions have some form of early
retirement or career change program in place, which gener-
ally takes the form of a liberalized actuarial reduction,
lump-sum severance payments, annuity enhancements,
phased retirement, retraining for outplacement, paid
retraining, and supplemental earnings (Patton 1983). The
scope of such plans, however, depends to a large degree on
the individual institution and is "relatively meaningless if
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they are developed in isolation from a larger plan for insti-
tutional vitality" (p. 54).

Clearly, the other remaining option is to take no action
and to keep trying to effect change through developmental
tactics, an issue that faculty and institutional leaden must
address before the unfolding of periodic review. If no
action is taken as a result of the evaluation when faculty
can definitely see a need for some action, "reviews will be
discredited and regarded as a waste of time in addition to
an intrusive action" (Moses 1985, p. 39). Reviews need to
be detailed in such a way so that some action can follow.
Outstanding faculty must receive visible rewards, and
areas for new development must be established for those
faculty who need fresh endeavors and reset targets, with
available institutional assistance for nonperforming faculty.
If nonperformers persist to be nonperformers, some insti-
tutional action seems unavoidable.

If properly developed with extensive faculty involve,
ment in design and carefully put into operation with an
appropriate commitment of institutional resources, post-
tenure evaluation may have the potential to offer an oppor-
tunity for renewal, revitalization, and quality assurance.
Simultaneously, post-tenure review is not to be endorsed
haphazardly or necessarily by all institutions. If improperly
orchestrated, it can be pernicious, divisive, and threatening
to institutional health.

The context in which an institution operates and its
nature must be considered carefully before post-tenure
evaluation is developed. Some institutions may wish to
thoughtfully consider the reasons why post-tenure review
tends to be topical on their campuses. Certain campuses
may then choose to develop alternative and more satisfac-
tory ways for themselves to deal with the problems that
post-tenure evaluation purports to address, such as early
retirement incentives or arrangements for career changes.
Still other institutions may have positive evidence that the
numerous evaluations they conduct before granting salary
increments, promotions, sabbaticals, and so on are quite
effective in maintaining a high level of quality, vitality, and
renewal among the faculty.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Institutional leaders face multiple challenges over the next
decade. Predictions are that extrinsic forces will pressure
campus decision makers into developing mechanisms to
enhance faculty vitality and renew institutional quality and
viability. The increasing numbers of tenured faculty, the
continual graying of the professoriate, the persistent career
immobility of faculty, and the apparent pervasive erosion
of job satisfaction within higher education have prompted
some in the field to call for an examination of faculty evalu-
ation and development practices after the award of tenure.

Interest in the concept and process of post-tenure evalu-
ation is growing. While some scholars and practitioners are
highly skeptical about the idea of formal, periodic review
of faculty, others in the field see value in such a process,
particularly if it is formative in nature and directly linked to
opportunities for faculty development and faculty rewards.
Support for a summative post-tenure evaluation system
that primarily serves to remove tenured faculty for cause is
far less compelling and usually endorsed only by outside
publics, boards of trustees, or governing bodies.

Based on what is known about faculty evaluation in gen-
eral and from some limited research studies specifically
dealing with post-tenure evaluation, the following recom-
mendations are made for institutions interested in develop-
ing or modifying a plan to evaluate tenured faculty:

1. The purpose for the evaluation should drive all other
aspects of the evaluation plan. Institutions must
decide whether the evaluation will be formative or
summative in nature. Once decided, the purpose
should be clearly articulated to the college commu-
nity, as the purpose will affect who evaluates faculty
and the frequency of evaluation. Formative evalua-
tions. for example, generally occur less frequently
than summative evaluations; three- or five-year inter-
vals are most frequently noted.

2. Faculty must be involved in the design of the plan.
Experience has shown that any evaluation system
needs administrative commitment and faculty
involvement if it is to be successful.

3. Faculty and administrators should agree upon the
specifics of the plan. Extrapolating from pretenure
evaluation models can be helpful. In particular, the
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post-tenure evaluation plan should include multiple
sources of input, identified areas and criteria to be
assessed, and agreed-upon assessment standards.

4. The need for flexibility and individualization in a post-
tenure evaluation plan should not be overlooked.
Institutions must take a more singular perspective
when establishing professional work objectives, for as
faculty age and mature, their interests and priorities
change accordingly. Formative post-tenure evaluation
schemes must recognize this fact and respond suppor-
tively to such transitions.

5. Faculty development programs should be linked to a
post-tenure evaluation system. If institutional com-
mitment to faculty development and provision for fac-
ulty rewards cannot be delivered, then institutions
should seriously question the usefulness and effec-
tiveness of such evaluation (Licata 1984). Institutions
must also have resolved what actions are appropriate
if no improvement occurs after a substandard evalua-
tion.

6. Innovative approaches to post-tenure evaluation and
institutional planning are needed. The concept of a
faculty growth contract deserves renewed attention
because of what it can contribute to the process of
aligning institutional needs with faculty interests.

Whether the recent surge of national attention on the
topic of evaluation of tenured faculty persists remains to be
seen. Whether institutions embrace the concept of post-
tenure evaluation as a means of self-regulation and renewal
also remains to be seen. What is evident is the glaring need
for more research on the status of post-tenure evaluation,
the practices employed by different institutions, and the
effectiveness of such institutional practices in accomplish-
ing their stated purpose, which can be helpful to institu-
tions embarking on an examination of the issue. This mon-
ograph is a first attempt at broadening the research base.

The present and projected age and tenure profile of
higher education faculty entreats institutional leade._ to
find ways to nourish the professional lives of the faculty at
their institutions. One should not underplay the reserva-
tions expressed regarding the unnecessary paperwork and
the potential destructiveness to collegial relationships, aca-
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demic freedom, and the rigor of pretenure review that this
process might cause. Therein lies the threat.

Nevertheless, the constructive benefits that a formative
system might also provide should not be automatically dis-
counted. In the end, individual institutions must decide
whether such a process is viable. The determination should
be based on a careful assessment of the institution's need,
readiness, and potential for successful implementation, and
of the anticipated positive and negative ramifications.

Institutions have much invested in their tenured faculty.
For some institutions, post-tenure evaluation tied to fac-
ulty development may be but one way to protect and
renew a critical human resourcethe resource that
directly helps shape institutional flexibility and quality.
And therein lies the opportunity.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY OF THE STATUS OF
POST-TENURE EVALUATION

Representatives from 4. institutions participated in an ACE
Leadership Development Program on Periodic Review of Ten-
ured Faculty in November 1984. They were subsequently sur-
veyed to determine the status of post-tenure evaluation at their
institutions. Of the 30 responding institutions, 16 indicated the
existence of a formal plan on their campuses (a list of those insti-
tutions is at the end of this appendix), and another eight indicated
that their institutions were in the process of developing a formal
system. Two institutions indicated interest emerging on the horizon.

Purpose
The primary reported purpose of the evaluation plan was summa-
tive in the case of seven institutions; that is, the results of the
evaluation were used to rrAke personnel decisions related to pro-
motion, salary, and retention. In two institutions, the evaluation
served as a mechanism for determining merit pay, and in four
institutions, the purpose was solely formative and tied to individ-
ual faculty development. Three institutions combined formative
and summative purposes.

Effectiveness
Six institutions said the evaluation was effective in accompli. ping
its stated purpose, eight indicated an uncertainty about the effec-
tiveness, and two indicated the plan to be ineffective.

Frequency
At eight institutions, the evaluation is conducted annually. In the
remaining eight institutions, faculty are evaluated at intervals of
two to five years.

Participants
Individuals involved in the evaluation included the dean only
(four cases); the department chair only (three cases); the dee!,
and the chair (three cases,; the dean, the chair, and a committee
of peers (four cases); and the dean, the chair, a committee of
peers, and students (two cases).

Process Followed
At most of the institutions, the tenured faculty member prepares
some form of a self-evaluation, updated curriculum vitae, or
activity analysis sheet. At 10 institutions, the department chair
(or dean) meets with the faculty member to discuss the year's
accomplishments, after whicu the faculty member is evaluated. In
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five of those 10 institutions, student evaluations are reviewed as
part of the process. Six institutions use evaluations by a commit-
tee of peers as well as the department .hair's review and student
evaluations.

Institutions Reporting a Post-tenure Evaluation Process
1. Bergen Community College, Parasmus, New Jersey
2. Berry College, Mount Berry, Georgia
3. Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan
4. Incarnate Word College, San Antonio, Texas
5. Manhattanville College, Purchase, New York
6. New York City Technical College, Brooklyn, New York
7. Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights, Kentucky
8. Oakton Community College, Des Plaines, Illinois
9. Simmons Co neg., lioston, Massachusetts

10. Simpron College, Indianola, Iowa
11. Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas
12. University 1. Missouri Rolla, Rolla, Missouri
C. University of North Florida, Jacksonville, Florida
14. University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas
15. University of WisconsinStevens Point, Stevens Point, Wis-

consin
16. Utah State University, Logan, Utah
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APPENDIX B

SOURCES OF SAMPLE RATING FORMS
FOR FACULTY EVALUATION

Peer/Colleague Evaluation Forms
1. Braskamp, L. A., et al. 1983. Guidebook for Evaluating

Teaching. Urbana: University of Illinois, Office of Instruc-
tional Resources, Measurement and Research Division; and
Beverly Hills, Cal.: Sage. Form it reproduced in Seldin, Peter.
1984. Changing Practices in Faculty Evaluation. San Fran-
cisco: Jossey-Bass.

Peer Evaluation of Teaching Materials Form, p. 162

2. French-Lazovik, Grace. 1981. "Peer Review: Documentary
Evidence in the Evaluation of Teaching." In Handbook of
Teacher Evaluation, edited by J. Millman. Beverly Hills, Cal.:
Sage. Form reproduced in Whitman, Neal, and Weiss, Elaine.
1982. Faculty Evaluation: The Use of Explicit Criteria for Pro-
motion, Retention, and Tenure. AAHE-ERIC Higher Educa-
tion Research Report No. 2. Washington, D.C.: American
Association for Higher Education.

Suggested Format for Peer Review c i Undergraduate
Teaching Based on Dossier Materials, pp. 36-38

3. Hoyt, Donald P. 1982. "Using Colleaguec Ratings to Evaluate
the Faculty Member's Contribution to Instruction." In Prac-
tices That Improve Teaching Evaluation, edited by G. French-
Lazovik. New Directions for Teaching and Learning No. 11.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Sample Form for Collecting Faculty Observations of Col-
leagues' Indirect Contributions to Instructional Programs,
p. 69

4. Miller, Richard. 1972. Evaluating Faculty Performance. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Classroom Visitation Appraisal Form, p. 33
Teaching Materials and Procedures Apprais0 Form, p. 34
Faculty Service and Relations Appraisal Form, p. 47
Professional Status and Activities Apraisal Form, p. 55
Book Appraisal Form, p. 58
Monograph Appraisal Form, p. 59
Special Book Appraisal Form, p. 60
Chapter in a Book Appraisal Form, p. 61
Periodical/Article Appraisal Form, p. 62
Public Service Appraisal Form, p. 67

5. Seldm, Peter. 1984. Changing Practices in Faculty Evaluation.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
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Report of Classroom Observation Report, p. 163
Report of Classroom Observation Report, p. 165
Peer Self-Appraisal of Faculty Service, p. 174
Peer Appraisal of Research/Publication Work, p. 175
Peer Evaluation of Research Activity, p. 176

6. Wilson, R. C., and Dienst, E. R. 1971. Users' Manual:
Teacher Description Questionnaires. Berkeley, Cal.: Center
for Research and Development in Higher Education. Repro-
duced in Miller, R. 1974. Developing Programs for Faculty
Evaluation. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Colleague Description of Teachers, Short Form, pp. 22-23
Colleague Description of Teachers, Medium Length Form,
pp. 24-25

Self-Evaluation Forms
1. Centra, John A. 1979. Determining Faculty Effectiveness. San

Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Form for Faculty Self-Evaluation, p. 52
Self-Appraisal Form for Faculty (developed by San Jose
State University 1976), p. 53

2. Miller, Richard I. 1972. Evaluating Faculty Performance. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Self-Appraisal of Teaching, p. 37
ResearchSelf-Evaluation, p. 71

3. Seldin, Peter. 1980. Successful Faculty Evaluation Programs.
New York: Coventry Press.

Faculty Self-Evaluation Report, pp. 92-93
Faculty Activity Report, p. 94

4. &Min, Peter. 1984. Changing Practices in Faculty Evaluation.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. From Braskamp, L. A., et al.
1%3. Guidebook for Evaluating Teaching. Urbana: University
of IUnois, Office of Instructional Resources, M-asurement
and Research Division; and Beverly Hills, Cal.: Sage.

Instructor Self-Evaluation on Teaching, pp. 171-73
Instructor Self-Evaluation Report on Teaching, pp. 167-70

Student Evaluation Forms
1. Center for Faculty Evaluation and revelopment. 1981.

Instructional Development and Effectiveness Assessment
(IDEA) Form. Manhattan: Moons State University.
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2. Centra, John A. 1979. Determining Faculty Fiffectiveness. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Colorado State University Academic Advising Review
Form, p. 128
Ohio State University Annual Student Evaluation of College
Advising, p. 13

3. Miller, Richard I. 1972. Evaluating ficulty Performance. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Student Appraisal of Teaching, p. 28
Student Appraisal of Advising, p. 45

4. Miller, Richard I. 1974. Developing Programs for Faculty
Evaluation. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Student Instructional Report, pp. 37-42
Student Description of TeachingShort Form, pp. 43-44
Student Description of TeachingLong Form, pp. 45-48
The Purdue Rating Scala for Instruction, pp. 51-55
Course Evaluation, pp. 53-54
Survey of Student Opinion of Teaching, pp. 55-56
Course Evaluation Questionnaire, pp. 57-59

5. Seldin, Peter. 1980. Succe:sful Faculty Evaluation Programs.
New York: Coventry Press.

Student Perceptions of Learning and Teaching, pp. 50-53
Sample Questionnaire for Classroom, pp. 53-56
Student Appraisal of Advising, pp. 112-13
Student Appraisal of Advising, pp. 114-15
Advising Survey Form, pp. 116-18
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I certify that I am a member of ASHE and qualify
for the special rate of $40.00.

1986 series subscription
_ 1987 series subscription

Individual reports are available at the following prices:
1985 and forward, $10.00 each ($7.50 for members).
1983 and 1984, $7.50 each ($6.00 for members).
1982 and back, $6.50 each ($5.00 for members).

Please send me the following reports:

(Title)

Report No (

Report No (

Report No. (_
SUBTOTAL'

Optional 1st Class Shipping ($.75 per book)
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE.

NOTE: All prices subject to change.
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City ST Zip

Phone

Signature
Check enclosed, payable to ASHE.
Please charge my credit card:

Visa MasterCard (check one)
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Association for the Study of Higher Education
The George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, Sults 630, Dept. E
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 296-2597
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Did you t member:
1. To enclose your method of payment?
2. To indicate clearly which reports you wanted?
3. To sign and date your check?
4. To put postage on this card?

Thank you for your order. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Please fold along dotted line and staple close

FROM' Place

Stamp

Here

Association for the Study of Higher Education
One Dupont Circle, Suite 630, Dept. E
Washington, DC 20036
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CHRISTINE M. LICATA is assistant dean and director of the
School of Business Careers at the National Technical Insti-
tute for the Deaf at Rochester Institute of Technology in
Rochester, New York. She received her doctorate in
higher education from the George Washington University,
where her research interests focused on the area of faculty
evaluation. Dr. Licata previously served as chair of the
Business Occupations Department at NTID/RIT and held
teaching and administrative positions at Monroe Commu-
nity College (Rochester, New York) and Montgomery Col-
lege (Takoma Park, Maryland) and with the Buffalo and
Rochester school districts.
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